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School House, 
Sherborne, 

Dorset. 
5th December, 1962. 

This edition of The Shirburnian is being sent to all Old Shirburnians. One of the reasons 
for this is that the organisers of the Twentieth Century Fund want to keep you all informed 
of their progress by way of our columns. 

But to us who have to edit and produce this magazine there is offered another opportunity. 
It is becoming increasingly hard during these present times to produce a magazine that is worth 
buying and worth reading. Funds are low, to such an extent that we have to be subsidised 
very heavily by the Bursar; in other words, even with a magazine produced using the most 
stringently economical methods, refusing to print drawings or cartoons, because of expense, 
cutting down on photographs because of expense, cutting down on size and opportunity of 
originality simply because it costs too much. 

I know this has been a year of appeals and I know that no one is rich, that the rich are 
poor and the poor nearly poor; therefore I am not asking you to leap to your pocket books 
and get writer's cramp making out blank cheques to The Shirburnian. 

Nevertheless, The Shirburnian exists, a fact of which, alas, too many Old Shirburnians live 
in blissful ignorance. What is it? Well, it's a school mag. Not bad as school mags. go, but 
a lot worse than it should be. The reasons for its difficulties are three-fold: 

(i) LACK OF MONEY, as I have said. 
(ii) LACK OF READERS. 

(iii) LACK OF CONTRIBUTORS. 
It costs but little to take The Shirburnian at the moment. We publish it three times a year, 

in January, May and September, at 4/- a copy. We could publish it much more cheaply 
(say 2/- a copy) if we had a circulation including all O.S. in addition to the School. 

Tms DEPENDS ON YOU. \\Te are offering for the first time, this term, a subscription for three 
years' Shirburnians at £2 Os. Od. There are some FOUR THOUSAND Old Shirburnians. Only 
ONE HUNDRED take The Shirburnian. Surely this is all wrong? The Shirburnian exists as much for 
the O.S. as for the five hundred odd in the School at any one moment. 

Just as valuable would be more contributions. The Shirburnian is edited by three or four 
boys who also have to fit in schoolwork and university exams. They have not time to write 
bright, witty and amusing articles on their own. But at the moment they have to because 
no one else is interested enough. \\Te are always ready to hear from Old Shirburnians about 
anything they have done. 

\\Te carry two contributions this term from Old Shirburnians. 
Please, let this only be a beginning. \Ve want to hear from;·ou about the world at large. 

\Ve know what we think about it. \Ve value your ideas and thoughts, too-we must; you've 
seen it, we haven't. 

Enclosed is a Banker's Order. Please, fill it in and send it back in the reply paid envelope 
provided. The Shirburnian could be of such value-it can't be without your help. 

Thank you. 
M. G. MORSE, Editor. 





EDITORIAL 

Some people say that kids today 
Have gone astray-
Well they should know 
'Cos they're all mixed up too. 

I want to use this editorial not, as is customary, to impress upon anyone the beauties of 
Sherborne, nor the values of being a Shirburnian, because no one believes it anyway, and its 
realization is a privilege peculiar to the leaver and one which he cannot transfer: I want, if 
you who have got this far will bear with me a little further, to tie up one or two loose ends, and 
to knit together several occurrences during this last term-the sermon by the Headmaster of 
Canford on the text: "Your young men shall see visions", the talk by the Headmaster to the 
sixth form lecture sets, the appearance of this poem in The Shirburnian:-

"'Ve are the generation, 
People condemned ... " 

and the receipt of the fascinating information that Sixth Form Opinion is now selling 15,000 
copies. 

Do you remember, those of you who read the editorial, that last term I urged it on you 
to remember that you were the young generation of today and the generation of command 
tomorrow. Now is the time when we see the world at its clearest, in terms of what is good 
and what is bad, what right and what wrong. Now, before we become drawn irrevocably 

into the long hall of distorting mirrors that is life, is the time when we must start to solidify 
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ideals and hopes and faiths into practical and solid realities. In the process, it is inevitable 
that we shall have to compromise with what is there already. The result of a compromise, 
now, is that what you believe in has to become adapted to agree with the adaptations of your 
opponents. And I have said that such a compromise, such an adaptation, is inevitable, and 
has become such a part of our country's heritage that we make it without realizing it, most 
of the time. 

But if we are to come out of the machine with anything left at all of what we first fought 
for, then we must make up our minds to go in with all our beliefs fully and clearly realised 
and worked out. And we must go in with no delusions. If we start from a disadvantage, from 
a position in which we do not know our own or our opponents' strengths and abilities, then 
we are not likely to come out of the other end having accomplished anything. 

Nor will we accomplish anything by starting with self pity. To start feeling misunder
stood, is to end a wreck, a useless, disillusioned, flabby wreck. If you are pitiable then enough 
people will pity you. If you're not, then what's the point of pitying yourself anyway? 

You won't excite pity by being miserable. 
You know, the snag about the "young people" in the song at the beginning of this thing 

is that they all want to be "understood" and to "fit in". They're not spirited enough or en
thusiastic enough to carry their ideas and desires and hopes through until they are accomplished 
A typical example of what I mean is the growth of the beatnik cult-"them as scrubs their 
jeans to make them a real sick colour". They have decided that the world is wrong and have 
formed a kind of "Land of Cocaine" out of it. But the man with courage and belief is the 
one who lives in the world and puts his beliefs into effect there, and alters the world to suit 
his beliefs. This is what belief is all about. 

The task of youth is to be misunderstood. The task of youth is to create havoc and mayhem. 
The task of youth is to live its ideals and to shape the world of tomorrow so that it will be able 
to accept the ideals which today's youth puts before it. The world is corrupt and sad and on 
the brink of destruction-only a fool denies it. But it is only today's youth that can put it 
right-and they must face their responsibility. 

Today's youth has much to enjoy-more than any other generation. It has a corresponding 
amount to fight for. We who leave must face the task of living and being our ideals in the 
world. Those of you who stay-now is the time to know and see-and above all-to enjoy 
life-the whole business of just living. So live wholly and for tomorrow. Yesterday is dead. 
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SCHOOL NEWS 

SCHOOL OFFICERS 

Head of School 
School Prefects A. G. MILLER (a) 

B. L. D. CooKE 
M. G. M. MORSE 

Editors of The Shirburnian •• 

Captain of Rugger 
Shooting 
Squash •• 
Fives 
Boxing 

Chapel Prefect 

\Ve congratulate 

G. J. WEBB-WILSON (b) 
J. H. L. HosKYNs-ABRAHALL 
M. F. DALLAS (c) 
P. A. J. CORDINGLEY 
c. B. EVANS 

F. B. W. JAMES on being awarded an A.R.C.M. 

A.G. MILLER 
H. c. RIDGWELL (d) 
M. P. BOWYER 
T. J. RussELL Cf) 
s. HARDWICK 
J. D. PAULSON-ELLIS (g) 
E. R. SCOTT 
0. F. CLARKE 
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s. H. WINGFIELD-DIGBY (h) 
M. G. M. MORSE 
S. L. PURCELL (c) 
J. A.H. HALL (d) 
c. B. EVANS 
H. c. RIDGWELL 
J. E. A. ATKINSON (c) 
I. C. MACKAY-DICK (h) 
0. F. CLARKE 
B. M. WATSON (d) 
P. A. J. CORDINGLEY 

S. R. KEY on being awarded a Choral Scholarship at Clare, Cambridge. 
P. SHORT and P. A. MARKEE on attaining State Scholarships. 

Since our last issue we have benefited from the presence of Messrs. Cowie, Lloyd, 'Whittell, 
Yorke, and the Rev. \V. A. \V. Jarvis, and we hope they have enjoyed their first terms here. 

OBITUARY 

\Ve hear with regret of the death of Miss Baldwin, for many years matron of Elmdene, 
who died during the summer holidays. \Ve shall remember her with affection and gratitude. 
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RICHARD PHILIP ST. CLAIR ROISSIER 

It was with dismay and sorrow that we heard of the death of Richard Roissier in a car 
accident in London on August 17th. He was travelling as a passenger when the accident 
occurred. 

Richard came to Westcott House from Great Ballard Preparatory School in the Lent Term 
of 1957. He was a boy of very strong physique, very interested in games and good at them and 
his influence was soon felt in the junior part of the House. He had been a threequarter at his 
prep school-it was said that he had to be hidden on the wing because of his size-and although 
he made a considerable impact in that position in his first season or two, it became clear that in 
senior rugger he would be more effective as a forward. He played eventually as lock in the 
unbeaten XV of 1960 and on his day he was one of the best forwards the School had had for a 
long time. He was chosen to play for the schoolboys' team against the Masters in the Easter 
holidays, an honour which he well deserved. He ended his rugger career at School with a fine 
game in the Three Cock when his vigour and determination did much to encourage a young pack. 
His promise in other sports was never quite fulfilled, although he represented his House in all 
the major games and was a member of the School Athletics team, specializing in the field events. 

He was a boy whose personality could not fail to impress itself on those who had anything 
to do with him and he made many friends both in his House and throughout the School. There 
was a certain independence of spirit in him, perhaps encouraged by his having to make, whilst 
still a young boy, the journey to and from his house in Germany where his father was stationed. 
One felt that he was in some considerable degree self-sufficient and thus one had always the 
mpression that whatever setbacks he might encounter, he would in the end find his proper 

place in the world ofmen. It was a tribute to him that so many of his friends made the journey 
to Silchester near Basingstoke to attend his funeral. 

He had made up his mind to follow his father in a career in the Army but slight colour-blind
ness prevented him from being accepted. He made strenuous and repeated efforts to get the 
decision reversed but without success. On leaving School he joined the staff of the Hong Kong 
and Shanghai Bank and soon developed an interest in the business which might have taken him 
far. He was well-liked and in a short time he had made new friends amongst his colleagues. 
They and many others will offer their sympathy to his parents in the trar,ic loss of their only 
child. 

DR. R. S. \VALSH, B.M., B.cH., F.F.A.R.c.s., D.A. 

Rodney Walsh (h, 1940-1944) died suddenly in London on November 18th, 1961 at the 
age of 34. His death was the result of an accident when testing an anaesthetic apparatus. He 
was on the threshold of what promised to be a brilliant career. He came to Sherborne with a 
Scholarship from Orley Farm School, Harrow, left with an Exhibition to New College, Oxford, 
having won the Ridout Prize for Science, and went to on St. George's Hospital with an Exhibition. 
At Oxford he won a half-blue for Shooting in 194 7. At St. George's Hospital he won the Bracken
bury Prize for Surgery. From 1951to1953 he was a Regimental Medical Officer in Germany, 
remaining in the R.A.M.C. Reserve to become a Major in 1960. His career was one of mount
ing success, especially in the sphere of Dental Anaesthetics on which he publicised articles and a 
text book. Other papers were in course of preparation as well as a thesis for the degree of 
Doctor of Medicine. 

In 1960 he spent seven weeks on a tour of the centres of Anaesthetics in Canada and U.S.A. 
Recently he had been appointed consultant anaesthetist to the Royal Dental Hospital, the young
est ever to be appointed. A writer in one of the British Medical journals described his as a man 
of exceptional ability. Shorthly before his death he had won the Registrar's Prize offered by 
the Section of Anaesthetics of the Royal Society of Medicine. Dr. Walsh was a kind, good, and 
Christian man who set the highest value on life, having devoted himself and his abilities towards 
saving life and alleviating pain. 

R.S.T. 
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l\!IAX l!J23-l!J62 

Generation succeeds generation at a Public School in an all too rapid sequence; and each 
generation sees changes in this, that or the other. But amidst all the changes are certain 
invariants. 

One of these, over close on 40 years, has been the regular appearance in summer and in 
winter, in frost, snow, fog, tempest, as well as in sunshine, of the familiar summer-clad figure 
of Max Westlake in break. 

To those of us who have known more than one passing generation here, this constancy of 
dress, and this imperviousness to wind and weather have come to symbolise a constancy of 
spirit and a firm, even rock-like, adherence to principle. 

There can be few men who have so consistently stood for what they hold to be right, and 
who have so firmly refused to compromise with lowering standards and sloppiness of character. 

It is rumoured that Max, as a boy here, gained no scholarship at Oxford or Cambridge. 
But he has possessed something much more valuable and much rarer than academic distinction; 
that is soundness of judgement. There are many among the older members of our community 
who, in any matter of controversy, have come almost automatically to say to ourselves, "I 
wonder what Max thinks about it?" 

Well, no longer shall we see the familiar flanelled figure in the Courts; but we hope that 
for many years yet we shall be able to rely on his wisdom and firmness of principle. 

Sherborne salutes you, Max, and wishes you well in your retirement. 
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The next four pages are devoted to a progress 

report on the 20th Century Fund, the success of 

which - as all Shirburnians know - is vital 

to the future of the School. 



The Right Honourable \'i;count DoyJ of :1rerton, C.H., 

Chairman of the 20th Century Fund Committee 



i' 
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FROM THE RT. HON. VISCOUNT BOYD OF MERTON, C.H., 

CHAIRMAN OF THE 20TH CENTURY FUND COMMITTEE 
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As I write, the 20th Century Fund is just over nine months old. In that time we have 
raised nearly three-quarters of our target of £175,000. As Chairman of the Committe I am 
very grateful to all who have helped to achieve this notable success-to the Committees ir, 
London and Sher borne; to the House and Regional organizers; to Michael Earls-Davis (he 
will thoroughly disapprove of this mention!) our consummate organizer; and above all, to 
our generous contributors. 

On two memorable and, I think, unforgettable occasions, the dining-room of the House 
of Commons was packed with old (and generous) Shirburnians!, and there have been many 
contributions from O.Ss. overseas who have also sent messages of goodwill. 

We have now reached the most difficult stage of the undertaking-the last £48,000. So 
far 31. 7 % of Old Shirburnians have contributed-quite a number of these have given more 
than once. There are many others who owe much to Sherborne and who have not yet subscribed. 
It is to these in particular that this appeal goes out. One last major heave and we shall be 
home, and the success of the fund and an important part of the future of Sherborne will be 
assured. 

PROGRESS OF THE FUND 

Old Shirburnians will by now be familiar with the background and with the early progress, 
but this magazine will be read by many who are not so well informed so that it will be best to 
start at the beginning. · 

In 1960 the Governing Body came to the conclusion that a phase had been reached when, 
in addition to normal development, it was necessary to make certain provisions on a large 
scale for the future. Of these a new boarding House, to relieve congestion, was the first; but 
there were many other pressing needs, including more facilities for science, rooms for the various 
societies, further improvements to existing Houses and buildings and the needs of the "Minor 
Games". Finally, came the necessity for establishing a reserve for the future. 

To meet these requirements, a large capital sum had to be raised, and because the School 
is not well endowed-the two fields near Gilingham, which are all that is now left of Edward VI's 
original endowment, bring in £90 p.a.-there was no alternative to an appeal to Old Shir
burnians, parents, local firms and well-wishers. The Right Honourable Viscount Boyd of 
Merton, c.H. (formerly known as Alan Lennox-Boyd, 0.S.) undertook to form a Committee, 
and the first preliminary meeting was held in December 1960. 

During the early months of 1961 a professional firm carried out a survey of the school, 
coming to the conclusion that there was both a definite need for an appeal and every prospect 
that those who would be approached would be able to raise the necessary sum. In the spring 
of that year, a master at the School, M. R. G. Earls-Davis, an Old Shirburnian, was appointed 
organiser, and at the end of the summer term the Committee started in earnest on the preparatory 
work. 

There was a vast amount to be done. The records and addresses of O.Ss. and past parents 
had to be checked and brought up-to-date, and those for whom there was no address, had to 
be traced if possible; the brochure had to be written and printed; O.Ss. llO in all, covering the 
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years 1890-1962_in each House had to be found to help with the first "follow-up", and many, 
many other points had to be settled. Finally, all was ready. On the 20th February, 1962, the 
Chairman of the Governors, Sir Ian Jacob, and Lord Boyd, held a press conference in London, 
and on the 22nd February, the brochure was despatched to the 4,068 Old Shirburnians whose 
addresses were on the books. The Fund was launched. 

The immediate response was generous and encouraging, and within days the total had 
reached five figures. About ten days after the launch, the llO Old Shirburnians, who had so 
kindly agreed to help, sent a personal letter to their contemporaries, producing a second great 
wave of contributions, and during the first three months the money flowed in steadily and 
generously. On the 18th May the £100,000 milestone was passed when, during the course 
of the first of the two thoroughly enjoyable O.S. dinners held at the House of Commons, £4,000 
was raised in twenty minutes in response to Lord Boyd's speech. 

Then came a lull, and the opportunity was taken to make an approach to other sections 
of the community: parents, past and present, well-wishers and firms, the latter being confined 
to those which supply the School with goods and services and those firms of substance which 
lie within a fifty-mile radius of Sherborne. Initially, these sources contributed about £17,000. 

Over Commem., a sub-committee of the 20th Century Fund, led by Col. A. P. Hodges, 
M.c., T.o., A. B. Gourlay and J. H. P. Gibb, mounted in the Upper Library a fascinating 
collection of records, pictures and exhibits of the School, Abbey, Castle, Almshouse and Town 
from the earliest times, and opened it, not only to the School and parents, but to the public as 
well. The cash receipts were £73, but it is probable that the exhibition resulted in several new 
contributors. 

The holiday period was quiet, as we had been warned it would be, but early in August 
came the news that, through the kindness of Major Simon Wingfield-Digby, M.P., the School 
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had been able to buy the Digby Hotel at a very reasonable price and that, extensively altered 
and adapted, it was to become the new boarding house. This did not in any way lessen the finan
cial burden, but meant a more spacious site and building than could have been contemplated 
in the original plan to build in the garden of Greenhill House. 

\Vith the arrival of autumn, the fund got its second wind. The progress report carried 
by the O.S. Annual Report produced a fresh spate· of subscriptions, and the second O.S. dinµer 
at the House of Commons raised £2,328, a magnificent effort in view of the much younger 
attendance. During these last few months a second team of 0.Ss. has been tackHng those in 
their area who have still to subscribe. It is hoped that this approach will substantially increase 
the percentage of Old Sh\rburnians to contribute to the fund, for here is the only disappointing 
feature. Those who have so far subscribed have done so very generously indeed, but still only 
31. 7 % of all O.Ss. have sent in anything at all, a percentage well below that of comparable 
schools. 

By the time this appears in print, the O.S.S. cocktail party at the House of Lords on the 
13th December will have been held, and the organisation of the fund will have been handed 
over to Max Westlake, who has retired from the school staff after 39 years. Known personally 
to vast numbers of Old Boys, Max, with his great affection for the School and his meticulous 
accuracy, is the ideal person for the task. 

As we go to press on the 1st December, the latest state of the fund is: 

l RECEIPTS, AND PROMISES MADE UNDER 

SIGNATURE 

971 Deeds of Covenant worth, when Income Tax 
is reclaimed 

69 Banker's Orders worth; over seven years 
658 Donations worth 

7 Legacies promis~d ~;·orth • 
Interest on Investments 
Receipts from Commem. Exhibition 
Promises made at the second O.S. Dinner, and 

still to be fulfilled 

2 CONTRIBUTORS 

1295 O.Ss. have promised • 
149 Present parents have promised 
122 Past parents ha\·e promised 
81 \Veil-wishers have promised 
32 Firms have promised 

Commem. Exhibition 
Interest on Investments 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

£ 
81,322 

2,275 
17,791 
25,200 

174 
73 

368 

£127,203 

£ 
106,266 

9,495 
4,227 
3,316 
3,652 

73 
174 

£127,203 

TARGET £175,000 

STILL TO BE RAISED 

£48,000 

This diagram illustrates the response by groups 
as shown under "2 Contributors". 

J 
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A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM 
LIEUTENANT-GENERAL SIR IAN JACOB, G.B.E., C.B. 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNORS 

Now that the 20th Century Fund has reached a substantial total, the Governors have turned 
to the task of deciding how to make the best use of the money subscribed, to which must be 
added the sums that are set aside each year in the School accounts for capital expenditure. 

The first and most important work is the creation of the new House. The purchase of the 
"Digby" has been completed, and the plans for its conversion have been prepared and approved. 
Application for planning consents and the preparation of working drawings will occupy the nex1i 
two or three months, but we hope that work will start in March. We expect the House to be 
finished and ready for occupation in September 1964. I believe that the architect has made a 
most successful adaptation. It will be a satisfactory building for practical use, and the necessary 
additions give its already attractive exterior enhanced elegance. 

The total cost of the new House, with its furniture and equipment, is likely to be around 
£140,000. This is a large sum, a good deal greater than we originally contemplated, though 
less than the cost would have been had we proceeded with the new building, but the value 
of the House to the School justifies the expense. 

Secondly, we are considering the other improvements to the facilities of the School which 
figured in the objects for which the appeal was launched. If speedy progress is to be made with 
these it is vitally important that the full target of the appeal should be reached, and I should 
like to reinforce the remarks of Lord Boyd on this point. The Governors intend to proceed, 
and have set up a Sub-Committee to establish an order of priority among the School's require
ments. We feel sure that it is right to take a confident view of the future because the 20th Century 
Fund will not be closed, and we believe that in the coming years the original target will be 
exceeded through the further generosity of O.Ss. and well-wishers expressed in gifts or legacies. 
We hope for the continued support of all who are concerned to see Sherborne maintain its 
position among the leading schools of the country . 

. )d4)Aed. :~ 
RESPONSES BY HOUSES 

0 26% 27% 283 29% 30% 31% 32% 33% 

L::::::=:'i i' ''""''''''''''''''':::::::::: :::::,,,, :::::::::::::::::::':::::::: :/:::::::::: ,,,J,:::::,:,,,,,,,,,,,, ''""''''''''::::::J,,,:,:::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::{:::::::::::,, ,:;:::::::: ,,,,,.,,,,,:,:';,,,,,,,,,.,.,., ... , .. ,._.:::.::::, ·}:,.,., .......... · .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. :::::./,:,:,:,:,:,.,,,.;.;,,.,., . 

LYON HOUSE 33·9% 
~ <;;. .............. ·:·.·.···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:·.·:.·:·.·:· .. ·.·:·.·.·:·.<·.·:-::·:·:·:·:·:·:··:·::-:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:-:-·:·:···>·.:·:·:-::·:·:·:::.:,:;.;:;.;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;::_:;::_::.':.':.'.'·'.'··.:.'.'·'·'·'·'·'.:.:;_:;_:_:.'· ... '·.··.·.:·,·.:,'.','.':'·':'·':'·':'·':'·'·,·.:,'.'·'.'.':' ... ,·.:_'·'.,'.','.','·'.·.·.:,·:._·.·.:·,·.:_·.·.:,'.','.'·'.','.','·':'·'·'.J lillLs' <:=:::::;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:-:;:,:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·:::: ;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:·:;:;:::::·:·:·:··-·.·.·.·.·· ·.·..... . • 

ABBEYLANDS 31·9% 
f::::::;::::::~ ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .·.·.·.,.,.,.,.,,,,.,.,.,.,.,, ·.·.,.· ·.· ·.·.· ... ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:;:::::::::,:::::,,.,,,,,.,.,,,.,., .. ·.,.,.,.,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,:::,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, '''''''''''''''""'::::::::::::! 

A8SE'1' HOUSE 31· 8% ........................... 
AVERAGE 3l·77r., 
l=':::=::''Hf ~:=::::::::::{{\:':.: .... ,.,.,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. , ,,,,,,,,,,,, ::::::':=:::::::: ''))'{< ,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, :::.::::: ....... ,.,.-.,.,., ........... :::::::::;:{:! 
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LORDS AND COMMONS, 1962 

In writing to thank me for organising Lord Boyd's cocktail party for members of the 
Old Shirburnian Society at the House of Lords on 13th December, John Tallent said, "I wonder 
what other school, if any, has pulled off the hat trick in the Mother of Parliaments in one year?" 

I feel pretty confident that no other school has done so and I am sure that in no previous 
year have some 450 Old Shirburnians and their guests been brought together at cocktail parties 
and dinners. 

There is no doubt that we were extremely fortunate in having Lord Boyd in the Lords and 
Christopher Chataway and Denzil Freeth in the Commons to sponsor us. We were lucky too in 
being able to book the dining rooms on convenient dates when our sponsors were free to attend, 
and on behalf of all O.Ss. who were present I should like to thank them for giving us the 
opportunity to drink and to dine so splendidly in the Houses of Parliament. 

Since the last war the number of O.Ss. attending the annual dinner has been disappointing, 
but I hope that this trend will stop now that we have had such a successful year. 

This success has been due largely to the well-organised appeal to all O.Ss. to subscribe to 
the School's XXth Century Fund. This appeal was launched early in 1962 by a Committee 
under the Chairmanship of Lord Boyd and met with an immediate response. The attractive 
booklet with its coloured illustrations must have brought back many memories even to those who 
had lost touch with the School in recent years. It must also have made many realise how the 
School had grown in numbers and in importance-when I was there before the first war we 
numbered less than 250 but now there are close on 600. New boarding houses, laboratories, 
class rooms and studies have been built; more playing fields added and important extensions 
made to the Chapel, Big School Room and other buildings. The extent of this expansion was 
brought home extremely well in the appeal booklet. 

As a result the announcement of the May Dinner in the House of Commons brought a 
flood of applications for tickets. Within a few days all tickets had been sold and it was then decided 
to hold a second dinner, also in the House, in October. This was over subscribed, so Lord Boyd 
came to the rescue with the suggestion of a Cocktail Party in the House of Lords. This offer 
was gratefully accepted by a harassed Dinner Secretary and it too was over subscribed. 

On 18th May our then President the Rev. CanonJ. S. Boys Smith was in the chair and our 
guests were General Sir Robert Mansergh, a.c.B., K.B.E., M.c., Master Gunner St. James's Park; 
Lt.-General Sir Ian Jacob, G.B.E., c.B., Chairman of the Board of Governors; and Mr. R. W. 
Powell, M.A., the Headmaster. Masters present were P. C. Boissier, Rev. T. C. P. Brook, 
J. H. P. Gibb, Samuel Hey, H. F. W. Holmes, Frank King, and J. H. Randolph. The number 
who dined that night was 189. 

On 16th October our President was Mr. J. A. Tallent, c.B.E., T.D., and the guests were 
Admiral Sir Victor A. C. Crutchley, v.c., K.C.B., o.s.c., a Governor of the School; Mr. Denzil 
Freeth, M.P., o.s., and the Headmaster. Masters present were R. S. Thompson, Samuel Hey, 
L. S. May, L. E. C. Bruce, P. T. Currie, P. C. Boissier, and D. J. W. Bridge. The number who 
dined was 177. This was unfortunate in that a number of cancellations received at the last 
minute left no time to fill the dozen places available. However, it was pleasing to note the large 
increase in the number of young O.Ss. over that of the first dinner. 

On 13th December at the House of Lords, the guests were received by Lord Boyd and by 
Mr. and Mrs. Tallent. Lady Boyd was unable to be present. Sir Ian and Lady Jacob, and the 
Headmaster and Mrs. Powell were among the guests who numbered over 100. 

From the experience gained in organising all three of these 1962 functions I should like 
to see future London dinners held in the House of Commons (if there is an O.S. M.P. available 
to sponsor us) or in some other historic place such as the Goldsmith's Hall. The Royal Artillery 
Mess at Woolwich is also a possibility. It is important to keep the numbers at about 200 as one 
is much more likely to meet contemporaries in this case than if the total is only about 100. 
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The main object of the dinner is, of course, to meet old friends, but there are two other 
attractions which should not be overlooked. One is the Headmaster's talk about the School and 
its progress during the past year, which keeps O.Ss. in touch with the School and its doings 
and which must be of particular interest at this time when many O.Ss. have contributed so 
generously to the XX th Century Fund. The second is the pleasure of dining well in distinguished 
and congenial company, and in this connection I think the Society should make it a practice of 
inviting a limited number of guests such as the Governors of the School and others who are in 
some way connected with or interested in it. 

The annual dinner is the main contact ofO.Ss. with the School and I hope that _the London 
dinners held on alternate years there will continue to attract a large number. 

The Sherborne dinner will be held in the Big School Room on 15th June, 1963. Now that 
the Digby Hotel is defunct it is not possible to find a larger place for the dinner, but it is hoped 
to find seats for 120 or even more. 

The organising of the dinners in London in 1962 was extremely hard work and I should 
like to ask all O.Ss. to help to make matters easier for the Dinner Secretary by putting rank, 
initials and name and House letter and years at the School in block letters or legible figures on 
all correspondence and by replying promptly to letters sent to them. 

Finally, it was most encouraging to me to know that more than £6,000 was subscribed by 
O.Ss. attending the two 1962 dinners, and that a further sum, not yet known, was received after 
the cocktail party. 

A.P.H. 

!. 
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THE SHERBORNE PILGRIMS 

The final record of the cricket season was: played 12, won 4, lost 1, drawn 5, abandoned 2. 
A rainy summer was tolerably kind and, in spite of a lack of penetrative bowling, it was a 
good season. The tour was again great fun: the Canford Cygnets and the Charter house Friars 
were beaten, the games against the Town, the Dorset Rangers, the Hampshire Hogs and the 
Old Tonbridgians were drawn, that against the Somerset Stragglers was rained off, and the 
only loss was to the Old Wykehamists. The batting averages were headed by A.]. T. Brown, 
B. H. Lock and N. R.H. Parker and the bowling averages by C.H. Collingwood, P.H. Wakely 
and D. K. Geddes. · · 

The lawn tennis team won four of their ten matches, losing four and drawing two. In 
the D' Abernon Cup the Old Rugbeians were beaten, but in the next round we lost to the 
Haberdashers. 

The rugby season starts on the 9th December with a match against the Old Canfordians, 
three XV's will take the field against the School a week later, and the remaining matches 
are as follows: 2!Jth December v. Esher P.S.; 3rd March v. Radley Swallows; 13th April v. 
0. Cranleighans. 

In the second round of the Londonderry Cup, the squash team had a good but narrow win 
over Rossall and are now waiting to know their next opponents. 

There will, as usual, be the two hockey Xis playing the School on the 16th March, and 
the Golfing Society are holding their normal full range of meetings. 

Finally, the Hon. Secretary would like to emphasise that any O.S., regardless of his prowess 
at School, may apply to play in any of the games and in this way can eventually become a 
member. This is, in fact, the normal method of entry, although a few boys with outstanding 
records at School are absolved from playing "qualifiers" and are elected at the end of their 
last term. Those interested should apply to the appropriate match managers, who are:-

Cricket: C.R.]. EGLINGTON, Old Rectory, Sherfield on Loddon, Basingstoke, Rants. 
Rugger: (West Country): R. H. \VHITEWAY, \Voodhayes, Whimple, Devon. 

(London Area): J. C. F. HOLMAN, The Exmoor Forest Hotel, Simonsbath, Mine-
head, Somerset. 

Golf: T. R. PARRY, White \Valls, \Vest Byfleet, Surrey. 
Squash: D. F. R. Ev ANS, Whitelands, Hill Park, Westerham, Kent. 
Tennis: R. N. SPINK, 53 Rickmansworth Road, Pinner, Middx. 

Hockry: .,.:'/~ P.-J. A. RonsoN, Ingleton, Greenhill, Weymouth, Dorset. 
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CRITICISM 

JONAH AND THE WHALE 
by ]AMES BRIDIE 

THE SHIRBUR.NI.A.N 

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7TH AND 8TR 

As a play, Jonah and the Whale seems to me to fall between two stools. On the one hand is 
the story of Jonah himself, almost literally transcribed from the Old Testament, reaching great 
heights, here and there, of dramatic possibility, Jonah after having been cast up by the whale, 
and Jonah after the destruction of Nineveh has failed to happen. Contrasted with this, and 
I think in strong opposition to it, and the patches of comedy-the meeting of the Semiramis 
Club, and the passage outside Gittah Hephur in the evening ("And the big bear said ... "). 
The problem about the play is that the whole thing centres around Jonah-there is no scene, 
but Jonah is in it-and it is therefore in Jonah that these two ideas will meet. 

Bridie says in his prologue: 
" ... You 

Perhaps may sit and laugh a little too 
At Jonah and the prophets. They are men. 
Perhaps the Lord will laugh at them again." 

It seems from this that Jonah is intended as a comic character-a foolish little man running 
from God ("I find that a highly diverting circumstance"). But he is not written as a comic 
character. He is written as an anguished human being, torn between God and man. He is 
tormented ("Am I never to have any rest?") and buffeted and beaten from side to side; he is 
cut down immeasurably from the self-important "Prophet of Gittah-Hephur" to a racked and 
tortured morsel for a whale. And in all this he is written as supremely pathetic-the height 
of the pathos coming at: "I thought he was speaking to me-to me alone." 

In these circumstances Mr. Glen's production tended to accentuate the comic, wherever 
the two ideas came into collision, leaving the other to the moments when Jonah was alone on 
stage. This meant, or seemed to me to mean, that the passages of beautiful writing for Jonah 
became rather tedious interludes before the next comic scene; and this is undoubtedly Bridie's 
fault, for filling in his comic scenes with colour and grandeur, and his solo scenes with Jonah 
solo. 

S. L. Purcell's Jonah tackled an exorbitantly hard part well. He was at a disadvantage 
in that he was one of the least conspicuously dressed on the stage, but even when surrounded 
with people he managed to dominate them and make himself felt. Apart from this, and certain 
difficulties, one felt, with his voice here and there, this Jonah was refreshing, new, and well
sustained throughout. 

Especial mention must be made of four other parts: H. E. B. Somerset's Euodias. This was 
Somerset's debut on the school stage, and proved a welcome one. His gestures were superb, 
his movements exact and his facial expression excellent. When he masters fully the acoustics 
of the Big Schoolroom and can employ greater flexibility still in his voice, he will make a 
first-class actor and an indispensable addition to the school cast. 

P. A. J. Cordingley, who has been in retirement since Don Pedro of Arragon in 1961, was 
faced with the exacting task of "doing the whale". The book demands four amplifiers, one in 
each corner of the room, and I think his whale would have been even more impressive had he 
had the full complement, and had it been a little deeper. Even so, it was an awe-inspiring and 
impressive performance. 

J. T. Tyler might be said to be "no beauty". But a little make-up and a good dress 
can do wonders. Add Tyler's own unique gift for mimicry and his personality and you have 
an Eshtemoa that is completely and hilariously the "Perfect Lady Chairman". All I can say 
is that he was superb. 
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Lastly, D. S. Ridout, hot from Prince Hal to take Bilshan, a commercial traveller. A com
petent and understandable portrayal; we understood him and he obviously understood his 
part. Barring an unfortunate tendency at first to swallow one or two last syllables and a rather 
unpleasing stance now and then, Bilshan was pleasant and well sustained. 

The sets were imaginative, if a little too complicated. There comes a time when the set 
seems to loom larger in the producer's eye than the continuity of the play, and the long first 
interval completely destroyed the obvious links between Gittah Hephur and the Tarshish 
galley. 

Miss Flindall's gowns were wonders .. She surpassed herself, and the Semiramis Club 
is one she should justly boast of. 

The lighting was competent-but the final dim, during which the Nineveh lights came on 
and Bilshan and Eshtemoa walked on the hills, was rather too slow for comfort and none of the 
audience quite knew what to do. 

All the same, one can find it in one to wish that Bridie had decided to extend his ... 
"Sunny laughter, shining through the years" 

to include Jonah: it may have been irreligious; it would have been a better play. 
M.G.M. 

THE ITALIAN STRAW HAT 

\VESTCOTT HousE 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DECEMBER I3TH, 14TH, 15TH 

Someone said Tuesday, someone else said Thursday, then someone else said not Tuesday, 
and someone else said Thursday or Friday, so Thursday it was. I dunno how this performance 
compared with those before and after, but whatever the imperfections, this still rated an enjoyable 
evening's entertainment. · · 

In a play of this sort the producer is faced with many out-of-the-ordinary problems: the 
cast has few really large parts and many tiddlers, so that where one has only a smal! number 
of boys to choose from, while it doesn't all depend on one person, nevertheless the quality of 
the one or two-liners is liable to cause fidgeting. But then, the play itself, while amusing in places 
as a situation and character farce would fall wildly by the wayside placed next to Moliere or 
even Ben Travers. The plot straggles, and rather than building up to a climax, tends to leap 
from situation to situation. Despite the unmistakably continental procession of the wedding 
guests, the fact that the play is French means that at the same time as acting, one has to attempt 
to create a foreign atmosphere. 

Having said so much in preparation, it must be said that in spite of these difficulties, a 
very fine job was made of it. Of the actors, King, as the jealous Beaujolais, stood distinctly 
in a class of his own; Wilder made a fair job ofa difficult part, that of the bridegroom, Ferdinand, 
an objectionable young man torn between silk suavity and presumptous panic. It would be 
unfair to condemn his fussy hand movements and contorted facial expressions, since most of 
the cast, in contrast, tended to stand and gaze until their next line came along, whereupon 
they perked up for a minute while they spoke. This was especially so of the bride, Dennis, and 
Ferdinand's "half-wife", Ryves. Was the former's contrived adenoidal complaint meant purely 
as a source of joy to the audience? If so fine; no, but of course these female parts are none too 
easy; all the more credit then to Sanderson's Comtesse, one of the few examples of genuine 
acting with face and fun, ideal, indeed necessary in this type of "intimate theatre" production. 
In contrast then, while nodding with approval at, one mustn't praise too lavishly the perfor
mances of the easier male parts, those of Ewart-James, who at least had some gusto, Birrell 
and Duncombe-Anderson. Some of the smaller parts provided the "nice" touches, \Vilson's 
imbecile cousin with the tilted bowler, Driver as the guard (it seemed to gain by the fact that 
he was about fifty years too young for the part) with his judged pause before the umpteenth 
"My word, it is hot". Space prevents mention of others, so you'll have to lump it. 
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The denouement in the last scene was amusing, but not altogether easy to follow, partly 
because of the dark (and here the lighting and setting came into its own for the first time), 
partly because of the number of the people on the set. By way of interest, it was only here 
that the actors tended to lose their way, get excited and drown their lines, apart from the 
occasional tendency to carry on through the laughs. 

However, these can be seen as pip-squeakish details; when all is said and done, Mr. Jarrett, 
whose spontaneous and opportunist production was crowned on the Thursday by his elegant 
entry onto the stage after the first curtain call, and the cast, both on the stage and off, are to 
be congratulated on the work they must have put into this production, and they may rest 
assured and die happy in the knowledge that it was all extremely worth while. 

CONCERT CLUB 
SIXTEENTH SEASON 

LOUIS KENTNER (Solo Pianoforte) 

The audience that assembled to enjoy the first concert of the sixteenth season was con
fronted by a stiff but well chosen programme. Few of us could have known beforehand which 
of the four composers Mr. Kentner chose to play would find the most satisfying interpretation 
at his hands, but this was to be expounded during the course of the evening. I was soon to 
find out that it was not Beethoven, whose Sonata in E minor was played rather than interpreted, 
and a guilty disregard of the instructions for the second movement (non troppo allegro), was 
not to be connived at. · I was led to suspect that Chopin might receive less hasty treatment;. 

The first of Chopin's Four Ballades confirmed my suspicions, and I would hazard that here 
is Mr. Kentner's favourite composer. The scintillating scale passages during the intensive 
search for an exposition of the theme were treated with a delicacy reflected only in the expressions 
of delight which played upon Mr. Kentner's face. He did, indeed, "load every rift ... with 
ore", and this Chopin item claimed the deepest attention of the audience. 

Liszt's Two Concert Studies had the contrasting attraction of requiring but little imagination 
to receive a sound interpretation. Nor, in the Dance of the Gnomes, was the figment merely 
aural; the visual sense claimed a vital part of the programme as Mr. Kentner positively bounced 
with enthusiasm. 

The Paganini Variations were not less enthusiastic, but I felt they were not altogether suitable 
as a finale number. Nor could they afford sufficient contrast to the inevitable encores which 
rounded off a very fine evening's entertainment. 

S.R.K. 

BOURNEMGUTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

The programme played by the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Charles 
Groves, on Wednesday, October 31st, consisted of the most standard of standard works. Nothing 
could have been less enterprising, and nothing could have been more enjoyable. Perhaps the 
choice of the Overture to The Barber was a pity; a Rossini overture is an admirable curtain 
raiser, and this one is admirably suited to the purpose and great fun, but it is so well known that 
the opportunity might have been taken to choose one of the many less familiar ones-La Gazza 
Ladra or La Scala di Seta perhaps-that are just as good and jolly. 

When, in 1816, that laziest of composers said he was particularly pleased with the Overture 
to IL Barbiere de Siviglia because it so perfectly expressed the Spanish spirit, he must have con
veniently forgotten that it had already done duty as the Overture to Aureliano in Palmira (which 
is in Syria) in 1813, and to Elisabetta Regina d'lnghilterra in 1815, when he had declared himself 
particularly pleased with it because it so perfectly expressed the English spirit. If he really 
thought that, he would have been surprised to hear the music of Delius. On Hearing the First 
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Cuckoo in Spring is one of the most entrancing of those short pieces evocative of the gentle English 
countryside which, to my mind, show Delius at his best. 

The first part of the programme ended with the Italian Symphony, largely composed during 
Mendelssohn's extended tour of Italy in 1830 and 1831, when he was twenty-one, and first 
performed in London in 1833. It expresses in music some of the emotions that his journey 
aroused in him, and is one of the best of his youthful works. 

It was followed after the interval by Brahms' First Piano Concerto in D minor, played by 
Lamar Crowson. Composed between 1854, when Brahms was twenty-one, and 1859, the 
date of its first performance with the composer at the piano, it is one of Brahms' thorniest 
works and, hearing it immediately after the gay and happy symphony, we were able to get some 
impression of the disturbing impact it made, coming like a bolt from the blue, on an audience 
much more attuned to the music of Mendelssohn. The first movement was inspired by Brahms' 
mental anguish caused by hearing of Schumann's attempt to drown himself, and the second, 
composed some two years later after Schumann's death in a mental home, by his sorrow at 
the death of the older master whom he had so admired and loved. Considerable insight is 
needed to interpret music composed by another man under such violent emotional stress, and 
Mr. Crowson played the solo part, particularly the second movement, very musically and with 
great understanding, but his technique is not quite up to some of the exceptionally exacting 
passages in the first. He ought to have played "without his notes", as the Victorians used to say, 
for it is very distracting to see a face bobbing up periodically to turn over, and, if you are sitting 
too far forward, sometimes even to hear the crackling of a page. 

Mr. Groves conducted his erstwhile orchestra with less than his usual physical effort, and 
it played well for him, although it was not always light-handed enough in the Italian Symphony 
particularly in the Scherzo and the chuckling woodwind passages in the first movement. It was 
the first time I had heard it play since Mr. Silvestri took it on, and I was impressed by the 
improvement, especially in the quality of the strings. 

FILMS 

THE REBEL 

G.J.B.W. 

Hancock is a masterpiece. There is no one in the whole range of the theatre to compare 
with him. \'\That Peter Sellers accomplishes with variety, Hancock accomplishes with one 
part, one character, one person-Hancock. Antony 'Ancock, Esq., is a legend, and having 
seen him on television ("Ah!" said everyone, "he won't be so good!") it is hard to think of 
him as just a voice. It's the face and hands that do it, just as much as the voice, and the general 
appearance of the little man rebelling furiously and yelling for his rights. 

But Hancock in technicolour on the cinema screen made me wonder. He was there for 
two hours in one of his favourite parts-the pseudo-beatnik, always prepared to talk about any
thing-but oh. so modest about it, in a pleasantly big-headed way. But somehow, he only 
just did it. No one else would have done; I don't know if anyone else would have tried-would 
have had the confidence in their public personalities to pull it off. The script helped him, of 
course. A Hancock script is something unique and easily recognisable at a glance, and this 
was of first rank vintage-the very names: "Aphrodite at the water hole", the sayings, "The 
Infantile School'', "The Famous Yoghourt" and so on. They're masterpieces; the scene in 
the presumably existentialist salon, with everyone dressed in black with white faces-on the 
yacht-and back home, chiselling away-were all superb. But still I don't know if he really 
did it-or whether we just laughed because we expected to. 

ON THE WA TERFRO.NT 
Sitting back in their seats ready to gaze in a passive way aethe usual Saturday night film, 

the School received a jolt when we saw Elia Kazan's On the Waterfront. This ·oasis· in a desert 
of mediocrity, provided one of the best films we have had. The tale ofone·man standing against 

__J 
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a powerful and tyrannous regime was truthfully portrayed against a background of stevedores 
in an American port. The atmosphere was evoked most subtly, not with long panoptic shots 
but mere suggestion such as smoke pouring out of funnels, scrap paper drifting across streets 
and cars driving through puddles. In the main role Marlon Brando created an image which 
he has neither been able to surpass nor even recreate since. This muttering, finger-sucking, 
restless figure set a fashion, founded a school of acting and immortalised in the history of the 
cinema this superb film. This enigmatic figure was surrounded by other fascinating characters, 
which made one want to know more about them. The priest and the various gang leaders, 
each telling an interesting story on their own. The latter were played with usual panache of 
this type-cast American monopoly. The heroine was not the usual pouting giggling product, 
but aided by a good script, Eva Maria Saint rang true throughout. Leonard Bernstein's score 
was a work of art on its own and seemed almost wasted as simple background music. 

Perhaps most in evidence was the sure touch of the genius of Kazan stamping every frame 
with his masterly trade mark. This director more than most, ever aware of how his camera 
was looking and at what it was looking, wrenched perfect performances, not only out of his 
actors, but his technicians; When all was over the impression of the camera gazing down 
empty streets, peering out of the darkness, lingering on corpses or dividing in a ship's hull, 
was hard to forget. The sound was far from good, but this was virtually immaterial when what 
one saw was so exciting. 

OCEAN'S ELEVEN 

With the names Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jnr. topping the billing 
we, for the most part, expected some form of American Musical and when confronted by an 
unlikely and unprepossessing rehash of the League if Gentlemen, we were not unnaturally surprised. 

To start with, a plan for eleven men to raid five gambling houses on New Year's Eve (when 
the takings would normally be most carefully guarded) was far too ambitious to have any 
authenticity. Anyway, when the lights went out, surely it would have, in reality, occurred to 
our uniformed thugs to go and keep an eye on the takings. Even ifit did not occur to them that 
someone might have cut the power line for the purpose of stealing the takings, they might have 
considered the possibility of someone, in a state of intoxication, attempting to steal it with the 
ambitiousness typical of the inebriate. Instead they stayed where they were until they were 
held up, leaving the takings in the very unreliable keeping of a small number of senseless clerks, 
who made no attempt at considering what was going to happen now that the lights were out. 
As a result, in each gambling house two men walked in, held up these idiots, and took the money 
as though it was as easy as picking up a halfpenny left unwanted on the pavement. If any 
member of the audience in his right mind considers that in large gambling houses in a town 
like Las Vegas the officials are such a set of complete nitwits, either he must be sympathetic 
with the unimaginative film producers who are quite incapable of thinking up a likely plot or 
he is a complete nitwit himself. Whichever he is he has no right to be. 

Secondly is the matter of their final mistake. There was an element of doubt as to what 
was ·to happen to the body and being, as I take it, reasonably experienced criminals, they 
would never have taken this chance with so much to lose. They all, presumably, knew of the 
existence of the act of cremation and in reality there would be no doubt that someone would 
suggest that it was too rash a move to put the money in the coffin. But instead, with the 
inauthenticity typical of the film, no one lifted a finger to question this "brainwave". 

Danny's marriage problems were totally irrelevant to the plot, but were gone into in 
considerable detail-typical of American film productions. Similarly, the part of the Italian 
panic-man was unneccessary and only confused the issue. His only excuse for being there was 
to add a humorous touch to the film, in the which he utterly failed. The only reason for the 
producers needing this "humorous touch" was, presumably, that they thought that the film was 
going to be boringly serious. This is admitting defeat before the start. 
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Why three prominent singing stars topped the billing in this non-musical film, I shall never 
know, but I consider the fact extremely dubious. In comparison with the League ef Gentlemen, 
this film was very inferior and totally lacked the authenticity of the British one and on its own 
was a badly thought out, artificial and very mediocre film. 

"THE GRASS IS GREENER" 

It was a pity that The Grass is Greener had already been a play, because all the dialogue, 
all the action, everything about it was written for the stage, and the cinema failed completely 
to capture it. The situations were planned for the stage, with its more limited scope and its 
"one-angle viewing" (the audience always seeing one view) and one rather got the impression 
that the producer and directors had set up for night after night "blow up" odd scenes-the 
telephone scene, the river scene were both excuses to use old cinema gimmicks, and they didn't 
really work. 

However, the colour was good and the actors did their best, although both the male leads 
had been hopelessly miscast-Cary Grant can do a lot of things, but he didn't make an English 
Duke (or was he meant to be an Earl?). Robert Mitchum managed better in his role but again 
he couldn't quite manage it. The women too were rather out of their depth. The wife played 
her whole part in one register and never showed anything but sangfroid. Hattie was good and 
right-the only thing that was. But this was the fault of the people who had decided to make 
it into a film in the first place. They should never have done it. 
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DEAR SIR 

Dear Sir, 
Can something please be done so that there is another hall or large room, capable of holding over 200 people, 

which can be used for society and other meetings and lectures, when the Big Schoolroom is in use. At the moment, 
as there are so many concerts and plays, either on or being prepared, on Saturday evenings, when there are no 
school films, it is extremely difficult to find somewhere for society activities. This is especially true of the Motor 
Club, as the Faraday Lab is inadequate, and two showings of the films are often difficult to fit in. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. C. C. GosLING, Hon. Secretary Motor Club. 

Dear Sir, 
The situation of The Shirburnian is becoming perfectly ridiculous. One of the main objects of having it pub

lished at the beginning of term was so that e\·ents could be recorded quicker. In fact, at present they are coming 
through slower. Take an example:-

(!) By the old system Binks-de Carteret puts an article in on June 19th, a day after Stop Press. The article 
is therefore published at the end of the Christmas term, say December 16th, twenty-six weeks interval. 

(2) By the new system a major event like camp in Germany misses the summer term Shirburnian (published 
at the beginning of the Michaelmas Term) and is described in the Michaelmas term issue, which-in practice
comes out in mid-February, thirty weeks interval. 

So for goodness' sake let's re\·ert to the old system. Then at least the Abbey Book Shop will have a fixed 
time limit. 

Yours faithfully, 
P. ST. D. BINKS-DE CARTERET. 

Dear Sirs, 
The School chapel service is becoming more and more ignored and "dead". It follows the same dreary 

scheme every day and I feel something should and can be done about it. As a result of this, the singing is unspirited 
and only the choir makes any real effort (and even then they are sometimes drowned by the organ). 

The usual order in the services is: a hymn, prayers and responses, a psalm, a lesson and finally prayers. 
For instance, this could be changed to this: one hymn at the beginning, then a lesson, prayers, and finally another 
hymn (the latter 1s far more acceptable than a psalm). Of course, this should not be adhered to every week-the 
constituents of the service could be interchanged. Prayers could be taken in the body of the congregation, instead 
of from the chaplain's customary place. This was done by our late chaplain, Mr. Carpenter, and proved a great 
success. At the moment prayers are drowned by coughing, dropping books and moving hassocks. 

In this way prayers will mean a great deal more to boys and so will the daily service if it is varied, both in 
composition and manner of conductance. 

Yours, etc., 
"CHAPEL \\'EARY". 

Dear Editor, 
It has long been my wish to write to The Shirburnian, for really there is so much to be said and so little time 

to say it in. But now is the opportunity for me to say what a very serious view I take of things. \Vhen I say "things" 
you, of course, know what I am referring to, so. I would not be so pedantic as to mention it in any other way. But 
there it stands; what are we to do about it? _It is all very easy to do nothing while you are here, and even more 
easy when you are not here. So let us not waste further time. It is unnecessary for me to ask for your support, for 
I know I have had it all along. It'sj!JS~ a.matte~: of expressing ones.elf.dearly, isn't it? Hope this finds you as it 
leaves me, yours \"ery sincerely. - - - · ' ' - · ·· ·-- · ' 
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LITERARY 

\Ve include here, for the first time for a long period, articles by Old Shirburnians. The 
idea of Old Shirburnians writing to The Shirburnian does not seem to appeal to most people. 
Or perhaps Old Shirburnians are just shy? \ Vho knows? But we hope that these two are only 
the beginning of a tradition. 

NOWELL CHARLES SMITH (Headmaster 1909-1927) 
This extract is reprinted, by kind permission of the author, from The Early Tears ef Alec 

Waugh by Alec Waugh. 
I 

\Vhen I went to the School House in September 1911, N.C.S. was starting his seventh 
term, and the House had not yet made up its mind about him. The seniors had been groomed 
under another ruler, and Canon \Vestcott had been much loved. \Vestcott was a better house
master than a headmaster. In the late 'nineties when the School's stock stood low, the House, 
relatively, kept up its numbers, and it was possible for a headmaster to regard the outhouses 
as subject colonies. N.C.S. saw himself as a headmaster first and a housemaster second. The 
House sensed this change. 

In other ways, too, \Vestcott was a hard man to follow. \Vestcott with his height, his 
white hair, and thin ascetic features, was an impressive figurehead, he was also a good speaker. 
N.C.S. was neither. His short introductory speeches at prize-givings and lectures were not 
effective and though his sermons read well and the intrinsic material was so excellent that they 
frequently made a powerful impression on the School, his delivery was hesitant. He was not 
the man to capture the loyalty and imagination of schoolboys with a vivid first impression, 
and in 1911 he was too recent a newcomer to have founded a tradition. 

It was by slow degrees that he won the loyalty and allegiance of my generation. Boys 
respect, admire and are attracted to a strict disciplinarian and we learnt that N.C.S. was a 
man who knew what he wanted and how to get it. I can quote two examples. It was our 
practice in the School House changing-room to adopt a communal attitude towards each other's 
clothes. If you wanted a scarf or corps belt you took the nearest one. As someone invariably 
was in the sick-room there were enough clothes to go round. N.C.S. objected to this practice, 
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and appointed a captain of the changing-room who was instructed to "deal severely" with 
anyone caught wearing someone else's clothes. The room was periodically examined, and if 
the corps cap of someone known to be on parade was discovered, its owner received six. I 
was one of those who did. We resented this interference with a custom but within two terms 
we were all wearing our own clothes. 

When I arrived it was the practice of the "bloods" to wear grey flannel trousers in the 
summer. N.C.S. sent round a notice stating that the wearing of grey flannel trousers was not 
the privilege of a few persons. The notice had no effect. Before the following summer, parents 
were encouraged to supply their sons with grey flannel trousers. \\Then the weather grew hot, 
the matron put out the trousers and the boys were told that they had to wear them. Only 
a few boys had brought back trousers and those few endured a certain amount of mild per
secution. But it was the thin end of the wedge; within two years everyone during the summer 
was wearing grey flannel trousers. We came to realize that when N.C.S. said a thing, he meant 
it. We liked him for that. 

When a schoolboy has made an ass of himself, he expects to be "come down on like a 
ton of bricks", and N.C.S. could be very formidable when he was angry. In November 1913, 
a scandal broke out in one of the houses, and he caned in the library in a single afternoon 
eight or nine of the delinquents. A group of us from the School House stood in the entrance 
to the cloisters while others leaned out of the study windows, shouting and mocking at the 
victims as they came down the steps. We created a considerable din. Suddenly, to our con
sternation, we saw emerge hrough the library door, not a stricken scholar rubbing his seat, but 
N.C.S., his face flushed both with exercise and fury. He strode down, abused us roundly, then 
returned to complete his task. \Ve had no idea he was capable of losing his temper to that 
extent. We were impressed. 

I am stressing this aspect of N.C.S. as a disciplinarian because so many tributes have 
been paid to his Christian gentleness and the very real sweetness of his smile, that those who 
did not know him might very well think of him as mild. He was anything but that. He had 
great personal charm, but he also had a genuine capacity to make one feel very small. There 
is nothing that a schoolboy resents more than sarcasm and N.C.S. was never sarcastic. I once, 
to rag a master and in imitation of P. G. \Vodehouse's Psmith, bought myself an eyeglass. 
I was practising the use of it in front of the studies when N.C.S. went by. "I didn't know you 
had trouble with your eyes," he said. I hadn't, I told him, I had bought it as a joke. "If you 
suffered from bad sight," he said, "you would not make fun of what is for some of us a very 
great misfortune." 

In the sixth form we were allowed to learn our own repetition, and once, in a mood of 
bravado, I memorized the first seven stanzas of Swinburne's Envoi to Poems and Ballads. N.C.S. 
glanced at the book I handed him, then returned it to me. "\Ve'll take that as heard," he said. 
Next time I learnt The Scholar Gipsy. 

Once when he put me on to construe, I excused myself on the grounds that we had already 
passed the thirtieth line. "You are now in the sixth not the lower fourth," he said. "If you 
have not the time to prepare as far as this, that is all you need to say." N.C.S. never needed 
to implement his authority with punishments. 

There was another aspect of N.C.S. that won him our respect-the position he held in 
the big world. He was a frequent contributor to the correspondence columns of The Times, 
and when we went back for the holidays and mentioned that we were at Sherborne our fathers' 
friends would say, "That new headmaster of yours is a brilliant person." We had imagined 
that the first name that would occur to anyone in connexion with Sherborne was A. W. Carr. 

In the summer of 1913 when the Duke of Westminster attempted to raise a fund to train 
athletes for the Olympic Games, N.C.S. wrote a letter to The Times that served as the text for 
the first leader. He resented the suggestion that national prestige depended on the perfor
mances of a few professionally trained athletes, remarking at the end of his argument that 
schoolmasters were first accused of paying too much attention to games, and now were blamed 
for not producing Olympic athletes. He enlarged his theme in an article in one of the monthly 
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magazines. The article, as the letter, attracted notice. We were surprised that N.C.S. should 
be so well documented about sport. One of the books that S. P. B. Mais recommended to the 
sixth was Arnold Bennett's Literary Taste. It contained a reference to "that eminent Words
worthian Mr. Nowell Smith." That, too, impressed us. 

July 1914 saw the departure of the last of those who had known the Westcott regime. 
W'hen the school re-assembled in September on the brink of a new world, a new generation 
was wholehearted in its allegiance to one who was ceasing to be described as "the new chief." 
N.C.S. had, we now realized, identified himself with Sherborne. Sherborne was his life's work. 

My own relations with N.C.S. were coloured by his friendship with my father. They had 
much in common. When my father wrote to enter my name, N.C.S. answered, "I did not 
known you as an O.S. for I have not yet had time to familiarize myself with the O.S. list, but 
of course I know you well as a member of my college, and a winner of the Newdigate." Friend
ship can be a one-sided business. Often our friends mean more to us then we do to them and 
vice versa. But I know for very sure that of the friends my father made in the second half of 
his life, N.C.S. was the one to whom he was most attracted. 

I cannot pretend that after my fourth term my presence in his house caused N.C.S. much 
satisfaction, and it must have been, I recognize it now, a source of considerable regret to him 
that so much of the time he spent with my father had to be occupied with the discussion of my 
misdemeanours. During my last week at Sherborne, N.C.S. said to me, "I was particularly 
anxious to make a success of you, but I don't really see that else I could have done." That 
struck me, even at the time, as a remarkably modest remark for a headmaster. 

In somewhat pensive vein, let's go on to the impressions, this time, of a master 
leaving Sherborne. 

EVENING 

Evening lends every scene and every tone 
A mild and pensive softness all its own; 
The shadows lengthen'd by the sloping light 
Are forerunners of the coming night. 
The lake, turned to a sheet of golden fire, 
The bell resounding from the distant spire. 
The woods have darken'd to a purple hue, 
The grass is covered by a fragrant dew, 
The shrilling of the birds so sweet, 
The whispering as the lovers meet, 
The sweetest sounds, the gayest forms receive 
A tinge of sandess from the spells of Eve. 

R.H.C. 

Nor is poetry the only thing to emerge from the 'other side' of Carrington Road. 

THE LOST WORLD 

It was the 26th of March, 1889; Lancelot \Vilson stepped into the street. _He was of frail 
build, wore a bowler hat and he carried an umbrella and briefcase. He was the typical city 
man. His eyes were dim, and it was difficult to see the two brown specks behind his thick-rimmed 
glasses. His face had a satisfactory look as he hailed a taxi. "Now'', he thought, "my moment 
of triumph has come." -

Mr. \Vilson was a designer. A designer of a peculiar kind, for he designed undersea craft. 
This particular vessel, he hoped, would go down to 25 fathoms. For five years h~ had_bi;:en 
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jeered at and he had toiled to such an extent that eyes were fast growing dim; now success 
belonged to him. 

The newspapers had a queer story to relate on the 28th of March, I899. On this day, 
at exactly 2 p.m. the destroyer, Mafeking, had let down, into the sea, a round, steel cylinder, 
8 ft. tall and 4 ft. across, it had a glass porthole of I2 in. in diameter. In it, was Lancelot Wilson. 
This frail architect was to have enough oxygen to keep him alive for as long as he wished. 

As he slowly descended into the depths the sea around him was greenish, blue, with fish 
flitting here and there. Then at IO fathoms he began to feel the immense pressure on the steel 
plating. At II fathoms his breathing became shorter and crisp. Slowly the dim view of the 
sea bed came into view. For, 5 ... IO ... I5 ... I6 fathoms he sank, until there was a small 
bump. It was peculiar to be 26 fathoms under the water: he felt a persistent sense of loneliness, 
he had never known before. He was scared. Yes, that was what it was; scared. He began 
beating on the steel. Only to stop, for there, before his very eyes, was the most beautiful scene 
of bliss. No one had ever seen anything quite like this before. Small flowers danced on the 
ground, rocks of wonderful shapes projected here and there; suddenly he wanted to reach the 
surface to relate this dreamy paradise to his friends. He tugged frantically at the rope and 
felt himself rising ever so slowly, sliding up through the blissful, although cruel, depths. When 
he broke surface his eyes blinked and he was violently sick. 

Five hours later he had descended again, this time he never returned. That charming 
man, as his friends knew him, that crazy architect, as others knew him, died on the day of his 
success. They had waited for five hours hoping for the best; but he was lost in his world of 
paradise. 

P. c. T. MOORE. 

But for most, life at the fullest is too short-

"THOUGHTS" 
When schoolboys cry, "I have no time", there is always the everlasting reply, "Make 

time . . . how can you expect to succeed in anything, unless you persevere" -which echoes 
again "There is always time for everything, it is up to you to make it". This is so often said 
by he, who has forgotten how, when at school, his essays, his general reading, his specialised 
work, all suffered as a result of his wide interests in hockey, in rugger, in tennis-even in cricket
as a result of his love of art, of drama, and of his enjoyment of a social evening with others in 
the studies-all of which are protested as essentials of a general education, even in this age of 
specialised competition. 

Yet even if that genius in "Time and Motion study" had succeeded in pursuing half his 
interests satisfactorily, he would very often omit to give time to another all-important pursuit. 
When everyone is generalising on everyone else, and everyone else is criticising someone else, 
it is imperative that at least someone in the circle should criticise himself, and indulge in self
abasement. "But when can I do it?" the wail arises-"In the bath, at night, or even in chapel', 
should be the reply, "for it is too late to wait until you are lying bored and ill." 

There are those who have to find time, and for whose efforts critics proliferate •.• 

MUSIC AT SHERBORNE 
Many people at Slierborne do not know, or if they do they fail to appreciate, how hard 

the music staff work. Mr. Lee, Mr. Wiles, Mr. Fea, and Miss Packer teach the pianists, and 
Miss Seager teaches the violin and viola. Mr. Ullman, helped out by Mr. Langley orice a 
week, teaches all the wind players, which is· a considerable nuinber. · . . . 

Musicians and non-musicians alike. expect to have an orchestra and a band, expect the 
Musical Society an4 the choir to be frained to a high standard, but not many. stop to .. think 
of the work, not only of the people who play and sing, but of the staff who run them. 'raking 
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the Band as an example. The Band was nothing but a few drums and bugles, when Mr. Ullman 
came in 1952 and, despite his professed hate of military bands, he built it up until it is now 
not only the largest, but also the best school band in the country. It is taken for granted that 
the Band has its full quota of instruments and that it plays at Commem in the summer term, 
but it is only through Mr. Ullman that we have left the drum and bugle stage. 

The Christmas term is always a strain on the music staff; they have the Music Competition, 
a school concert, and a carol service to organise. The Music Competition is more a musical 
marathon for the adjudicator; he has a plentiful offering of solos and ensembles even though 
the preliminary rounds exclude a great number of people. The music staff have to train all 
the performers and in the case of ensembles this means a lot of hard work correcting rhythm, 
time and intonation problems which, I know from experience, seem to be innumerable. A 
fortnight after the Music Competition there is the School Concert. One of the criticisms about 
this is that it is just the Music Competition all over again. This year the orchestra performed 
four pieces, S. R. Key sang two songs very well indeed, and out of the remaining four items 
three were repeats, but it should be added that they were of a very high standard and in the 
fortnight they practised their pieces and improved them. Those of us who learnt something 
new had a hard fortnight to get up to standard. However, the Big Schoolroom is used, not 
only for music, but also for films, lectures and plays. One complaint from the musicians is 
"How can we give a concert when the stage staff are there?" But the stage staff say "How 
can we get a set up when the musicians are always practising?" Both are justified in their 
complaints, but there appears to be only one answer, and that is not to have the Music Compe
tition, School Concert and a play all in the same term. Even with this disadvantage the music 
staff succeed in gaining a high standard and I think it is a great tribute to them that the School 
can produce a great number of people who enjoy music and will be able to carry on enjoying 
and playing music when they have left the bounds of Sherborne far behind. 

ENCHANTED 

Enchanted lies the spacious sea, 
\Vhere nymphs and goblins flee from me, 
Enhcanged is the little boat, 
\Vhich lets me rock and slowly dote. 

Enchanted things frame in my mind, 
End only life is left behind, 
Enchanted is the loneliness, 
And only stars can I caress. 

Enchanted are my sleepless dreams, 
And tears appear like flooded streams, 
Enchanted is the beaming moon, 
How long must I endure its bloom? 

Enchanted are the lapping waves, 
Which slap against the wooden staves, 
Enchanted are my sleepy eyes, 
Which close unti. again I rise. 

N. H. TAYLOR. 

0. \VEBSTER-SMlTH. 
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All the same, there are musicians and there are musicians. 

THE BELLS, OR, TUESDAY SECOND HALL 
(with apologies to Sir W. S. Gilbert) 

When you're sitting in hall, and can do just d***n all of your work, and you're hot and 
exhausted, 

And you're trying to think of the Latin for "sink", or how many horse-power one horse did
Then your brain simply reels when the first of the peels from the bells of the Abbey does reach 

you; 
You remember in vain that it's Tuesday again, and forget what they're trying to teach you; 
First the Algebra goes, and the Latin follows, and the History is now quite forgotten; 
Though the French lingers on, yet soon it, too, is gone, and your headache is getting quite 

rotten. 
And you sit with your head in your hands, which are red from the heat, and your temperature's 

soaring, 
And you try to remember just how to dismember a fish-and your study mate's snoring
Though what this at all has to do with your hall, I admit passes our comprehension-
But still the bells clang, and you feel you could hang all the bellringers, you're in such tension. 
Then the bells cease to chime, but you're cautious this time, and you wait, for they cannot have 

stopped yet; 
And indeed once again-pandemonium reigns-and you wonder your eardrums aren't popped 

yet. 
And then you despair, and your hall, then and there, you tear up and throw into the wagger. 
Your friend starts to complain, and demands you explain-he is such a terrible nagger
How to do his French hall, as if yours wasn't all you can cope with, if that, at the minute, 
And you d**n him to h**l, and then say you're not well; he believes not a single word in it. 

But then the bells cease, and at last you have peace, 
And your hall you can do, and your study mate's too, 
And your temperature's down, there's no ache in your crown, 
And your hall's at an end, as is that of your friend, and in spite of bells you've succeeded; 
And it's quarter to nine, and the end of the line, and that worry was none of it needed! 

And others simply cannot take the strain ... 

THE COMPLAINT 
OF A FORSAKEN 

CHAP 

C.S.M. 

(When a chap, from sickness, is unable to continue his meal with his companions; he is 
left behind, covered over with wine skins, and is supplied with water, food and fuel, if the 
situation of the place will afford it. He is informed of the track which his companions intend 
to pursue, and if he is unable to follow, or overtake them, he perishes alone in the dessert. See 
that very interesting work Hearn's Journey from Hudson's Bay to the Northern Ocean. When the 
Abbey bells, as the same writer informs us, vary their position in the tower, they make a blooming 
and a crackling noise. This circumstance is alluded to in the first stanza of the following poem.) 

Before I see another day, 
Oh let my body die away! 
In sleep I heard the Abbey chimes; 
The Abbey knows not all my crimes; 
In sleep I did not hear their cries 
But heard the crackling flashes drive; 
It seemed they crackled in my eyes, 
And yet I am alive. 
Before I see another day 
0 let my body die away! 
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My fire is dead; it knew no pain; 
Yet it is dead and I remain. 
All stiff with ice and ashes lie; 
And they are dead and I will die. 
When I was well, I wished to live, 
For clothes, for warmth, for food, and fire; 
But they to me no joy can give, 
No pleasure now and no desire. 
Then here contented will I lie; 
Alone I cannot fear to die. 

My journey will be shortly run, 
I shall not see another sun, 
I cannot lift my limbs to know 
If they have any life or no. 
Fons Limpidus is clean at last, 
Her blocked and weedy days are past; 
The thing I cleared it with-oh luck! 
It 
\Vas the House potato buck
Et. 
I feel my body die away, 
I shall not see another day. 

97 

S.R.K. (with apologies to Wordsworth). 

And Wells do have an odd appeal .. 

So does the past . . . 

THE WELL 
He stood 
by the brink and looked down 
down ... down 
into the half-lit greyness. 
The green-creeping, dark-filled, 
decaying, weed-covered, 
dank, odiferous walls 
dripped into his mind, 
his will and life and skull, 
far . . . far below - a scutter 
some fiend, some well-bound, hell-fiend? 
but no, a leaf blown round 
by the deadening wind. 

THE COLD WAR 

PHILIP SPENCER. 

"I just don't know what the modern world is coming to .... In my day we didn't have 
any money and life was tough. Then the war was a terrible experience-those were the days 
when men acted like men-not like today with fancy trousers and long hair." 
· The smoke lifted, his eyes were focused on the far distant past and life stood still. Here 
was a man. who it. seemed had found peace with the world, a man who had a complete life 
to look back on. 

Every single day of life the youth of Britain is given the privilege of hearing reminiscences 
of this sort. The parent group are those who spent the prime of their life in the mud of the 
Dardanelles, Now as Father Time has marched on and the. grave looms huge they ruminate 
back to their great ~ays. 
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Living off the past is a very human occupation but here are men grasping frantically at 
life, men who can't bear to let life slip past them and yet who are too old to adapt themselves 
to a modern environment. Over and over they relive the struggles in the trenches and each 
time their account to their children grows more immense and grotesque. 

The result of this is that an artificial tension mounts in the minds of youth and WAR, because 
it is so often on the tongue, appears unavoidable, while, in fact, if everyone would just relax 
all might well be all right. 

"A lot of nonsense you say"-Well, maybe, but you must admit that it is high time that 
people realise that WAR is such a frequent word to our lips, not because of its inevitability, or 
likelihood but merely because for some the time has come to relive their prime. 

While for those at School ? 

LINES WRITTEN AFTER AN INITIATIVE TEST 

I sprang to the saddle, and corporal and he, 
I pedalled, he pedalled, we pedalled all three. 
Up the hills slowly, down the vaies fast 
Checking the time at each church we past. 
In through the villages, out by the farms. 
"What is the Bishop's Saturday arms?" 
Ask the old yokel, question the vicar, 
Off on the road, quicker and quicker, 
Take a sample of bird, bush and tree, 
Who lives at number eighty-three. 
Spring to the bicycle, tear down the road, 
!\find the worms, check the toad 
Down the lane, through the gate. 
11:et with "Disqualified-you're late!" 

CAMP, SUMMER 1962 
It was raining when we fell in at Sherborne, it was wet and dreary on the way up to 

London and it was wet and grey at Gatwick. And at Gatwick the fun started. All eight platoons, 
wearing small packs were drawn up, to use a naval expression "in line ahead" in a long 
corridor, which was all very nice, except that the corridor was about wide enough for five people 
abreast and the whole contingent was the wrong way round-the First Flight at the back and 
the Second at the front. Have you ever tried turning round in threes and trying to shift three 
people abreast past another three abreast in a space meant for five persons only? Well we did 
it, and one by one down, down, down, in to the hall where no one seemed to have anything 
to do but relay to us the pleasure that the British Overseas Airways Corporation had in announc
ing the departure of umpteen flights to all conceivable corners of the globe, and to broadcast 
frenzied appeals for Mr. So-and-So of \Vest Hartlepool, or some equally unlikely spot, to go 
to see someone or other somewhere or other for something or other. The floor was the sort 
of floor, I remember, specially designed for Army issue, metal studded boots-you know, 
smooth and slippery and hard. 

The flight, thanks to Captain Ullman's forethought in providing liberal supplies of what 
might best be called "queasy-tablets", I personally passed in a kind of Olympian torpor. 
In other words, undeterred by the sad and heartrending groans of my fellow- passengers, the 
trip of dainty feet as the hostesses rushed round with paper bags and broadcast that we were 
flying at about x thousand feet at y miles an hour and that our captain was called z, not to 
mention that there was no danger, but would we nevertheless fasten our seatbelts and remember 
that under each seat was a life jacket; undeterred, as I say, by all this, I dozed. I couldn't 
have slept because the plane, like the mythical giant, was being tossed from earth to air and 
back, each element refusing to own so unwelcome and uninvited a guest, and whenever I wanted 
to go up it went down, and no matter how hard I pressed it went up again, so that I lacked 
the stability to sleep. 
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Hanover (German: Hannover) looked rather like a German Gatwick-which it was, of 
course, but you know what I mean. As I got into the airport, hands full of pink cards, yellow 
cards, white cards, green cards and things so that I felt rather like a conjuror must feel when 
no one in the audience will step brightly up and pick out the ace of spades, someone told me 
to "go and guard the rifles" which seemed a sensible sort of thing to do, so I looked round 
for the weapons in question, to perceive them, alas zooming out of the furthest door away 
on the back of a little truck. So I said: "Hoy!" and set off in pursuit. Now this is obviously 
what the authorities enjoy because all conceivable obstacles were put out in readiness for me, 
including a stray officer whom I should have to salute on my course. I accomplished all with 
alacrity and was just nipping out of the door when a voice I knew said, "Where are you off to?" 
"Uh? Oh-to guard the - um - rifles," gulp, slither-"Sir". "Oh, they'll look after them
selves. Get fell in." "Yes, Sir'', and I had to do the whole bang shoot again. 

Anyway, they were all right and we hopped on lorries and scooted off to Hohne-that's 
where we were going to. They're nice people the Germans, you know; if you hear aught of them 
being nasty, brutish, military and short, then tell the bloke that says it, that he's loony and 
ignorant. They're charming, even if they do have precious little option and a habit of driving 
on the "other side". They're very understanding, too. One sergeant I know went into a tie 
shop (German: das tie-schoppe) and purchased a cravat (German: kravatt, probably, but 
I don't know). That conversation went like this ... 
Assistant: "Ja ?" 
Sergeant (waving cane vaguely at a potted palm): "Ja - gulp - era-um - crav-um - crav - er -

atten, bitte. Phew!" 
Assistant: "Do you mind speaking in English, Sir?" 
Sergeant: "Oh yes, golly, um, yes, I mean to say. . " 

But that was on Tuesday. \Vhat did we do till then? \Vell-we went to church. Nice 
church, spells itself in English and German and Dutch, and prays for the Dutch Royal Family, 
too. It had an organ that didn't seem to go below middle C and a congregation that had 
precious little chance against us lot. 

We went to the pictures-cowboys in leopard skin waistcoats (the villain) and mud
spattered, gormless white hats (the hero) all turned up in front like Four D Jones; Tarzan 
(good Sunday evening entertainment) and a beeeeeautiful heroine mangled foully by a lion. 
Good stuff; tongues drooling all over the circle; knuckles white with the tension-"how many 
men can he kill with that arrow?" and so on. And the Marriage Go-Round-fun and good 
cinema. Is she going to gesture with both hands, or play safe and keep one to hold the towel 
against her shoulder? Everyone was disappointed-especially the bloke next to me who kept 
mumbling, "Lemme have a go". Entertainment in the Naafi-roll up and watch a battle of 
wits between, on my left, Big "The Barrell" Berthilde, and the nimble and sharp Grunewalde 
(are women called Grunewalde) on my right-the first in white, the second in blue. Who 
can say: "J a-Dooble Koke? J a Zairty-five pfennigs, sveetie" in the shortest number of seconds? 
Entertainment in the Officers' Mess-gilt and silver and decorated ceilings. Scrumptious. 
"Another glass of orange?" "How kind. Thank you, sir" and then out to the ever-present 
limousines. The night op. Much like any other-exhaustion after strain of afternoon-except 
that the bats spoke German. English voices on the radio sets, "Hallo four-fife, hallo four-fife, 
Signals, over" and so on. The dawn attack-exhilarating and fun. "We've captured this 
tank." "Don't worry, mate, we were captured half an hour ago." Home, drowsy and satisfied, 
home to Hohne. Breakfast and then flop asleep. Gorgeous. Ceremonial parade practice and 
counterpractice. Success. Again, pleasure and satisfaction. 

The regulars "rules were made to be broken, eh?" helpful and encouraging. The corporal 
in charge of the armoury, just out of the guard house on a charge of possessing illegal fireanns. 
Corporal Poole, the immortal, "Oh Sarge, it says lamps, electric, two". The L/Cpl. in the 
cookhouse, a small, amusing man, about to go on leave, remembering other schools. "Do 
you know, you lot eat as much as a regiment of Ghurkas?" We did too-and it was good. 
The Dutchmen who weren't popular and whose name is unprintable; and the bloke who let 
off the signal rocket into a bandsman's bedroom so that it exploded on his bed. 

This may make it sound like beer and skittles-we didn't have time to think about that. 
It was fun, and I don't think anyone who went could have managed another exercise-and 
quite a few wouldn't have minded trying. M.G.M. 
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Should Old Shirburnians write more easily in verse, then they have something to compete 
against. \Ve would like to thank Mr. Day-Lewis and hope to hear from him again. 

DERELICT 

The soil, flinty at best, grew sour. Its yield 
Receding left the old farm high and dry 
On a ledge of the hills. Disused, the rutted field
Track fades, like the sound of footsteps, into a sigh 
For any feet to approach this padlocked door. 
The walls are stained and cracked, the roof's all rafter. 
We have come where silence opens to devour 
Owl-cry, wind-cry, all human memories ... After 
So many working life-times a farm settles 
For leisure, and in the tenth of a life-time goes 
To seed . . . A harrow rusts among harsh nettles. 
She who in love or protest grew that rose 
Beneath her window, left nothing else behind 
But a mangle in the wash-house. The rose now 
Looks mostly thorn and sucker; the window's blind 
With cobwebs. Dilapidated! - even the low 
Front wall is ragged: neighbours have filched its stone 
To build their pigstyes, maybe; but what neighbours?
Never did a farm stand more alone. 
Was it the loneliness, then, and not their labour's 
Poor yield that drove them out? A farmer's used 
To the silence of things growing, weather breeding. 
More solitude, more acres. He'd be amused 
To hear it's human company he was needing, 
\\Tith a wife to bake, wash, mend, to nag or share 
The after-supper silence, children to swing 
From those rheumatic apple trees; and where 
The docks run wild, his chained-up mongrel barking 
If anyone climbed a mile off on the hill. 
He'd not abandon cheerfully a place 
In which he'd sunk his capital of skill 
And sweat. But if earth dies on you, it's no disgrace 
To pull up roots ... Now, all that was the farm's
The same demands of seasons, the plain grit 
And homely triumph - deepens and informs 
The silence you can hear. Reverence it. 

. . . LIKE THE GRASS 

Santa Claus entered the hallway 
Stanta Claus climbed up the stairs; 
Outside his door, in a thousand homes, 
Children were sending him prayers. 

Santa Claus put off his brigh red robe, 
Edged with white to please people's eyes; 
Red for the blood of the Saviour 
Surrounded with little white lies. 

C. Day-Lewis . 
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Santa Claus sat by his fireside 
In braces and collarless shirt; 
He took out a match from the matchbox, 
And scraped round his nails for the dirt. 

He stretched out his hand to the table, 
Where his supper was always left out; 
And he chewed on his pie and his sandwich, 
\'V ashed down with a glassful of stout. 

His arms shone red in his shirt-sleeves, 
His face was unshaven and tired; . 
And his feet in their slippers taped dances, 
To the beat from the wireless he'd hired. 

Said the clock by the window: "Nine-thirty", 
So he packed up the sack for next day; 
And he lay on his couch, with a blanket, 
And snored the long night-time away. 

Meanwhile, in the street, all the children 
Saw Santa Claus pass on his sleigh; 
And one of them said to his mother: 
"Look, Mummy, twice in one day!" 

THISTLE 

This thistle down 
this prickled lump, 
this clump 
of venom 
pointed barbed and hostile; 
product of a purple flower 
of soil that also nurtures lilies 
and things to feed 
or please the eye. 
What can its purpose be? 
To prick, annoy, 
and make of fields a misery, 
or just to fill the space where 
man forgot to plant? 

M. 

PHILIP SPENDER 

On the face of a wayside cross these quaint words are enscribed: 

Here lies the body of David John 
Whose bicycle stopped and he went on 
Here stands the cross upon his breast, 
He went east and the bike went west. 

Down Cameron Hill he peddled fast 
Until he neared this bend at last 
He tried to stop, but on he sailed 
Those wretched things, the brakes, had failed. 
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While streaking past this cross, say all 
He couldn't turn and hit the wall, 
The bike was smashed, so was his head, 
He rests here still today quite dead. 

THE SHIRBURJVIAN 

G. HOUSTON. 

A SONNET TO AN EAGLE 

0 soaring bird that flies so high, 
Upwards, upwards through the sky, 
With eagle eye that scans the ground, 
And ear that catches every sound. 
Soon it spies some straying lamb 
Swoops down and grips it like a clam 
The ripping beak soon ends its cries 
And the frail creature immediately dies. 
Then limp and lifeless, it's carried away 
Another addition to the eagle's prey. 
Up to the crags where its squawking brood 
Noisily await their coming food 
Then leaving them hungrily devouring their fare 
He swoops off again into the air 

R. D. IRVINE ROBERTSON. 

C.C.F. CAMPS 1962 

I. THE CONTINGENT CAMP 

By the time this appears in print, the School will doubtless be sick of hearing about this 
camp. However, for the record, and for the benefit of all the Old Shirburnians who will be 
receiving this edition, a short account is given below. 

For the first time since the formation of the School Corps in 1888, the main body of the 
Contingent went overseas for their annual camp, spending a week at Hohne as the guests of the 
1st Royal Tank Regiment. After more than a year ofhectic preparations, 160 officers and cadets 
embarked at Gatwick Airport on the 26th July and flew to Hanover in two Hermes Aircraft. 

The next week was memorable. Our hosts had gone to untold trouble on our behalf, and 
it is quite impossible to pay adequate tribute to their kindness and co-operation at a time when, 
for them, the elastic was pretty tightly stretched. The cadets were accommodated in barracks, 
alongside the troopers who are recruited mainly from Liverpool and S.E. Lancashire, and they 
had their own rooms in the cookhouse and N.A.A.F.I. The food was absolutely first-class. 

It was, however, the facilities for training that were the main feature. No camp in England 
could have provided anything like them, and they made the journey worthwhile many times over. 
We had No. 1 Squadron with its full complement of Centurion and Conqueror Tanks and 
Ferret Scout Cars more or less permanently at our disposal, there were vast and splendid training 
areas, transport at all hours, plenty of blank ammunition, instructors always available, open 
ranges and, for drill, the R.S.M., the Barrack Square and the Regimental Band. 

Looking back on what we achieved during the week, it seems no wonder that we were fairly 
well exhausted by the time we arrived home. We carried out individual, section and platoon 
training, we crawled all over and rode on the tanks, we fired the new S.L. rifle on the open range, 
we carried out two Night Ops., we went over the assault course, we drilled for 45 minutes first 
thing every morning, we held a Church Parade and, somehow, we managed to fit in tourist 
expeditions to Belsen and Celle. 

The camp reached its climax in two ways. First, came "Exercise Centurion", a 24 hour 
Infantry-Tank Co-operation Exercise that was immensely instructive and enjoyable-possibly 
the toughest and most advanced exercise ever carried out by the contingent. Finally, on the last 
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afternoon we held a Ceremonial Parade and March Past, the salute being taken by Lt.-Col. 
J. D. Masters, the Commanding Officer of the Regiment, while the Regimental Band played the 
Carmen, the Band parts for which was specially flown out for the occasion. From Col. Masters' 
address, it was encouraging to learn that the impression we were leaving behind was by no means 
unfavourable. 

Space prevents the mention of more than a few of those "incidents" that always enliven 
camp. One such was the Church Parade when the Contingent, swamping the local congregation, 
very quickly forced the organist to play the hymns in our time and to point the psalms in our way. 
A small committee succeeded in writing out, more or less accurately, the School Prayer which 
must have mystified not only those foreigners pre~ent but the English too. On another occasion, 
the Regimental Director of Music was responsible for a stroke of genius: 160 willing but very tired 
cadets were formed up behind the band, ready to march on for the Ceremonial Parade, where
upon he struck up with an almost Chris Barber version of "The Saints". Immediately, fatigue 
was forgotten, chests came out, a new spring came into the step and the Parade never looked 
back. 

There was also the occasion when a young L/Cpl. was left behind after a night op., and the 
time when the air hostess ran out of paper bags, but we shall have to leave it there. 

In conclusion, we must again thank the 1st Royal Tank Regiment and the parents, whose 
generosity enabled the venture to take place. None of us is likely to forget this camp, and we 
shall indeed be lucky if we ever see its like. 

2. THE R.A. TROOP'S CAMP 

The R.A. received an invitation to separate from the main Contingent and join 50 Regt. 
R.A. under the command ofLt.-Col. P.A. Lowe, O.S. (Lyon House 1933-37). Having accepted, 
the arrangements were made by Major J. H.P. Gibb, D. M. P. Lowe (Lyon House 1957 .61) 
and his father, Lt.-Col. Lowe. An advance party of one cadet was sent, and the remaining 
eleven followed with the contingent, leaving them at Hanover to arrive at Menden in the 
middle of the night. The week's programme had been very carefully planned, leading to a 
climax of a 36-hour exercise. The first day was spent qualifying as marksmen, and on the 
second, we were introduced to the eight-inch howitzer; it later became "ours" for a few days. 
That afternoon, the Regiment challenged us to a cricket match and beat us by five wickets. 
Sunday was a free day after a church parade in the morning. On Monday, our instruction 
was started on the eight-inch howitzer, and as a gun crew, we proved extremely good, getting 
the gun in and out of action in twelve minutes-approximately one minute outside the 50 Regt. 
record. (We are, in fact, the only gun crew of cadets to have had the honour of crewing an 
eight-inch.) That afternoon, we visited 27 Regt. under the command of Lt.-Col. J. A. Fraser 
(Abbey House 1935-39) to watch a demonstration by 4 Battery under the command of Major 
H. D. Rogers (School House 1940-45). During the afternoon we were visited by the Brigade 
Commander, Brig. J. E. Cordingley (The Green 1930-34). 

On the following day, we embarked on the 36-hour exercise, which included deployments 
and crash actions, and also beating off an attack by the Regimental subalterns during the night. 
On Thursday the cadets rejoined the contingent at Hanover after a wonderful six days' camp. 
We would all like to thank Lt.-Col. Lowe and all 50 Regt. (inclu ~ing especially Captain Stewart 
Lieut. Murry and Sgt. MacDermot) for the most splendid camp and for all the work they put, 
in to see we had every possible comfort and amenity to make a really successful camp. 

3. THE R.N. CAMP 

On the afternoon of Sunday, August 12th, ten cadets under the command of A.B. Hodgson, 
reported for duty at H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth, prior to embarking on H.M.M.L. 2840 for a 
week's cruise in the channel. From then on, with the exception of one very rough night crossing, 
all the cadets took a full part in the running of the ship and received practical training in 
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navigation and the other skills of seamanship. The first afternoon's sailing took us through the 
Solent to Poole; from there we set sail the next morning for Jersey, but were forced by the 
heavy seas to put into Portland for shelter, after a few hours' exercising in the lee of Weymouth 
Bay. That.night we made the crossing to the Channel Islands, but had to tie up in St. Peter 
Port, Guernsey, as the sea was still too rough to allow us to reach Jersey. In St. Peter Port 
we found that we were berthed alongside one of the competitors in the Tall Ships Race, which 
had been dismasted during the night. 

The weather conditions kept us in Guernsey until the last day of the camp, when we were 
able to make a smooth crossing to Plymouth. Our thanks are due to Lt.-Comdr. Lamb, the 
coxswain, and the rest of the crew, for all they did to make this an instructive and enjoyable 
cruise. 

4. THE R.A.F. CAMP 

The R.A.F. Section were fortunate this year to be selected again for a camp in Germany, 
and, as four years ago, the place was Laarbruch. Here the twelve members who attended 
camp luxuriated in the Officers' Mess, and had a thorough look at the working of this N.A.T.O. 
light bomber station. Most familiarised themselves with the locality and its inhabitants, and 
one or two most impressive trips were laid on-notably to the Krupps steel works at Rheinhausen 
on the last day of our week's stay. 

> Unfortunately, the station possessed no aircraft suitable for flying cadets in, but our collec
tive flying experience was increased by the outward trip, which took off from a station in 
Yorkshire; by an afternoon's flying in an aircraft borrowed from a neighbouring station; and 
by the return flight which deposited us in Kent. 

THE C.C.F. 

After the excitements of camp, this term has been something of an anti-climax, with 
training proceeding on the now traditional lines and the organisation exactly as it has been 
for some time past. A. G. Miller has been the Cadet R.S.M. with T. J. Russell Coxswain of 
the R.N. Section and J. D. Buchanan F/Sgt. of the R.A.F. Section. A Field Day was held 
early in October, the various sub-units scattering over a wide part of southern England to carry 
out training or to visit regular establishments. Later in the term two sets of nights ops. were 
held, and the R.A. Troop paid an enjoyable visit to Larkhill. The various tests and classi
fications were held at the end of term with splendid results, and special mention must be made 
of the Army Proficiency Test-conducted entirely by an outside Board-in which 38 of the 
50 candidates passed with credit (75 % marks). 

Without doubt, the most momentous news concerns the forthcoming re-organisation of 
the C.C.F. As many will have seen in the press, the future of C.C.Fs. is being discussed at the 
highest level, and there seems little doubt that these discussions will result in smaller and more 
voluntary units. 

It has been decided that Sherborne shall anticipate these changes. In the Lent Term 
there will be no intake, thus reducing the numbers by 80, and 40 of the oldest boys in the School 
have been offered the "Golden Bowler". Of these only 17 have intimated that they wish to 
retire, and the remainder have said that they would like to stay on. Even so, Recruits Company 
now ceases to exist and, for the first time since before 1910, when Capt. Wildman handed 
over command, the Corps will not contain practically the whole School. 

A smaller, more voluntary C.C.F. will, however, have many advantages, but before the 
final shape is worked out we have to wait for Whitehall's decision, which it is hoped will be 
known early in the New Year. 
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES 
THE DUFFERS 

In this, its 194th term, the Society met three times: the first at Harper House, to hear a paper by the Secretard 
on "Alfred Lord Tennyson". As an attempt to get more people to read Tennyson·more completely, it provey 
unsuccessful-but the speaker, at least, enjoyed himself. The second meeting found us in Abbey House in the presence 
of the Very Rev. A. Ross Wallace who, assisted by Webb-Wilson and the Art School epidioscope, spoke to us 
authoritatively on "Greek Sculpture". On November 11th we met at Lyon House to hear G. J. Webb-\Vilson 
speak well and interestingly on "Ernest Hemingway". 

The departing Secretary would like to express yet again, the thanks of the Society to Mr. and Mrs. Bridge, 
Mr. and Miss Walford and Mr. and Mrs. Boissier for their hospitality; to Dean Wallace and Webb-Wilson for 
their papers; to Col. Green for just being Col. Green and making the Duffers into the Duffers; and his own thanks 
to the Society on whom, after all, the burden of making or marring the evening rests. 

M. G. MoRsE, Hon. Secretary. 

THE WILDMAN 
Once again we met twice during the term. At the first open meeting, the Society discussed "the existence 

of ghoulies and ghosties and long-legged beasties and things that go bump in the night". The speakers used 
numerous devices such as blackouts, strange noises and tinned food analogies, to convince the House, one way or 
the other. Once open to the House the evening passed agreeably with one ghost story after another. 

At the second meeting we were hosts to members of the sister school's Debating Society. A speaker from 
each Society proposed and opposed the motion, "This House believes environment is all important in the formation 
of character". For the most part the four opening speakers remained serious, but when the meeting was declared 
open to the House, everyone seized his or her single opportunity to speak and many lively and varied views were 
put forward. The motion having been successfully carried, select members repaired to the Headmaster's study 
to entertain the guests. 

As always our thanks go to Mr.Jarrett, who continues in the task of listening to so much and only correcting 
when absolutely necessary-this enthusiasm and interest is invaluable. 

0. F. CLARKE, Hon. Secretary. 
C. H. BLACK-HAWKINS, Debate Secretary. 

LES PHILOSOPHES 
The Society has met three times this term. They have heard the Hon. Secretary on "Colour Prejudice'', 

Hall on "Buddhism and the \Vest" and R. S. Glen, Esq. on "Some aspects of Plato". Their most sincere thanks 
are expressed to Mr. Taylor for his never failing support of Chairman and the Headmaster and Mr. Glen for their 
presence and time. 

O. F. CLARKE, Hon. Secretary. 

LES POL YGLOTTES 
This term has seen the arrival of five new members: G. N. Richard, C. J. V. Darlington, C. V. Nicholas, 

N. T. Perfect and A. P. Kehyaian. 
At the first meeting we read Lessing's Afinna von Bamhelm with members of the girls' school; unfortunately, 

the most amusing part of the whole play had to be cut out because we were running out of time, as usual. On 
November 16th we heard a paper from Richard, O.S., on "Kurt Tucholsky-der Unbekannte'', a most interesting 
talk illustrated with gramophone records. At the last meeting we read Les Justes by Albert Camus, which displayed 
some very bad reading of French on our part, but some very good reading on the part of the girls. 

I would very much like to thank H.H.B. for his enthusiasm and Mrs. Baker for her kind hospitality. 

P. S. TILLEY, Hon. Secretary. 

THE GREEN RIBBON CLUB 
The Society, having met four times this term, has just fallen short of its one hundredth meeting, which, 

unfortunately, had to be cancelled. 
Nevertheless we have ranged from a study oftheJesuits given by Margaret Barsley at \Vingfield to an original 

approach by Morse to the subject of the two princes in the tower-presented in the form of a play. The Hon. Sec. 
has also given a paper on "Warfare", and members, plus a number of guests and visitors from the girls' school, 
were assembled for the ninety-ninth meeting in the Lower Library to hear C. G. Penman, Esq., on the "Turkish 
Siege of Templar-held Malta". 

I can only repeat the thanks of my predecessors to our Chairman, Mr. Gibb, who with unfailing generosity 
allows us the use of Stile Close, and nobly keeps discussion going. \\'e should also thank Mrs. Gibb for so pleasantly 
coping with our demands on her hospitality. 

J. A.H. HALL, Hon. Secretary. 
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THE ALCHEMISTS 
There have been four meetings this tenn, of a widely diverse and equally interesting nature. 
At the first, Dr. J. M. Baker of Oxford delivered an erudite paper on Magnetism and Microwaves, which 

elucidated many unsolved problems, such as the every-day phenomenon of ferromagnetism. 
Next W. H. Dowdeswell, Esq., gave a fascinating lecture entitled "The Experimental Study of Evolution", 

which, by discussing a tiny facet of this topic in most intimate detail, dispelled the notion that evolution is limitlessly 
remote and of little impact to the layman. 

"Ecclesiastical Chemistry" was the cryptic title of our next lecture. In it, Dr. M. Henchman from Leeds 
University, telling the creation story from the viewpoint of a chemist, arranged a great many facts, such that they 
threw light on one of man's most perplexing problems. His humanity and breadth of approach were lessons to 
us all. 

The last meeting of the term constituted a break in our alchemical tradition. With members of our sister 
school, the "mathematicians" among us assembled in Dr. Cundy's drawing-room to hear an illuminating account 
of modern abstract algebraic thought. Entitled "The Mathematics of Peals and Plaits", we hope that this excellent 
lecture will be the bud whence the combined "Mathematica! Society" will blossom. 

I cannot think of new words to express our very real thanks to Mr. May for his never-failing hospitality 
and encouragement, without which the Society simply would not function. 

F. J. G. WYNNE, Hon. Secretary. 

INTERPRETES 
\Ve have held four meetings this term, after moving to the more spacious apartments of Devon Haye. At 

the first, the Int. Max. read an extremely long paper on "Hellenistic Egypt", but the members patiently endured 
it; this was followed at the next meeting, by a classical version of a balloon debate, in which the candidates were, 
in order of merit, Horace, Achilles, Caligula, Theramenes and Juvenal, represented by W. P.H. Merchant, A. W. G. 
Sherriff, A. L. James, P. G. D. Dawson and T. D. Shorland-Ball respectively. This was the first time something 
of this kind had been attempted by the Society, and, because of the effort put in, both by the speakers and in the 
discussion, it was a great success. 

History was again made at the third meeting, to which about a dozen members of the Girls' School were 
invited, but though confronted with the questions and comments of so many extra listeners, J. H. L. Hoskyns
Abrahall read a very enlightening paper on "Alexander the Great". Finally, D. J. Scott greatly increased our 
knowledge of the life and works of Seneca. -

A feature of the meetings this tenn is that the discussions seem to me to have been much more lively and 
interesting than in previous terms. 

Our thanks are due to Mr. Glen for his untiring support, for his apparently unlimited supply of new ideas, 
and, together with Mrs. Glen, for their hospitality. 

S. C. ROBERTS, Int. Max. 

THE ORCHESTRA 
Practising this term was largely carried out with the School Concert in view. The following works were 

perfonned. Overture-The Impressario by Cimarosa; Rhosymedre and Hyfrydol, two hymn tune preludes by 
Vaughan Williams; Trumpet Tune by John Stanley, with the solo part played extremely well by N. H. Taylor. 
A fifth work, Symphony in C by Pleyel was not performed. 

As always, our thanks go to all members of the staff who spend much of their time with the orchestra. 
M. D. BUCKLEY-SHARP. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
Although the Society only has thirty-six members and only a few of this number take an active part in the 

proceedings, we do consider ourselves as a well established society. This was marked by a request from Sherborne 
(town) Historial Society for one of our members to give a report on the Roman villa at Thornford, and so, on 
Saturday, 24th November, J.D.L., Esq., gave a very clear and infonnative talk to the Societies and to members 
of the girls' school in the Abbey School assembly hall. Over sixty people were present and slides and some specimens 
were shown. One other paper was given this term by M. J. Thompson on "Cave paintings in France". This was 
most absorbing and those who failed to attend the meeting certainly missed a most interesting paper and discussion. 

Work on the villa has been progressing slowly and halfway through the tenn we found the corner of a 
mosaic pavement in quite good condition. We shall not be able to uncover any more of it until summer because 
of the danger of frost breaking it up, but once unearthed we hope to transfer it to the Society room in Greenhill 
House. Other work consisted of filling in the earlier dugout holes and in digging a trench (N) westwards, finding 
one more room. Next tenn there will be little do do on the site, but we hope to have a number of papers from 
members or from outside speakers. 

Only one candidate was put forward to be Honorary Secretary, so T. D. Shorland-Bal! will take charge 
next term. 

Once again I'm sure that all members will join me in thanking Mr. J. D. Leach for his guidance this term 
and also in congratulating him on such an excellent talk on the 24th. Thanks also to various members of the girls' 
school for their hard work and for brightening many Sunday afternoons. 

T. J. G. WEALL, Hon. Secretary. 
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THE MUSIC CLUB 
Although the Music Club has only been going for a year, it has been remarkably successful. The standard 

of papers has been high, and the two we've had this term were quite splendid. We began the term with an Eamon 
Andrews-like quiz, which, as well as being very instructive, was also highly amusing. C. H. Black-Hawkins, that 
well-known actor, gave an excellent paper on "Music and the Theatre", ranging from early Italian Opera to West 
Side Story; and the last paper of the term was given by P. A. J. Cordingley on the (sinister) Russian composer, 
Sergei Prokovief. Two days afterwards, we had the Annual General Meeting, in which we decided, amongst other 
things, to depart from the somewhat uninspiring upstairs room in the Music School, and also to invite members 
of the sister school to our meetings-two very popular moves. The Society appreciates very much all Mr. Ullman's 
work and energy that he puts in to make things run so smoothly. 

C. B. EvANs, Hon. Secretary. 

THE EPISTEMONES 
Appreciations always appear at the end, so I would first like to extend our warmest thanks to Mr. Beard 

who has put a great deal of energy into organising this term's activities. 
For our first meeting of the year, Mr. P. Thornton-Wood unfolded the mysteries of our electricity supply 

and passed round many samples of cable, one of which was acutely bent by an anonymous member! An intrigumg 
lecture. 

We escaped chemistry on a Friday afternoon to visit the Joint School of Nuclear and Chemical Ground 
Defence at Salisbury. We learnt about radiation, chemical and biological warfare and the occurrence of fallout; 
we were even subjected to radiation and ultra-violet light. Finally, after an enlightening and fascinating time, we 
drank "gallons" of Army tea, which we hoped did not contain Strontium-90! 

P. BELLAMY, Hon. Secretary. 

SCOTTISH REEL CLUB 
A recruitment drive at the beginning of term managed to produce about twelve new members. The spirit 

and enthusiasm shown at the five meetings, we have had, has been boundless, but skill is definitely lacking at the 
moment. Nevertheless we enjoy ourselves. 

Our thanks are, as always, to Mr. Gallia for keeping us on the road to something which resembles Scottish 
dancing. 

N. K. MARTIN, Hon. Secretar;•. 

UNITED SERVICES SOCIETY 
The Society has met four times this term, the first paper being read by D. J. G. Jenkins on "The Army in 

the Eighteenth Century". The Hon. Secretary was not present but hears favourable reports of the paper. The 
next paper was given on the evening of the Cuban crisis, appropriately on "British Defence Policy", by Maj.-Gen. 
R. H. L. Wheeler. This, our twenty-first meeting, was probably the best the Society has had in its history so far. 
T. J. G. Weal! gave the next, a fascinating study of "Medals" throughout the Army's history. The last paper 
was on the Dorset Volunteer and given by Lt.-Col. 0. G. W. White, O.S. He showed many slides and was obviously 
an authority on this subject. He gave a most interesting account and we are very grateful to him, especially as 
he came such a long way. 

Once again our thanks and good wishes go to Mr. and Mrs. Oldham for all they do for us, 
P. A. J. CoRDINGLEY, Hon. Stcretar;•, 

THE GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY 
The membership has doubled this term, which is a sign that the Society is reviving. The numbering of the 

L.Ps. has been under criticism so it is going to be changed to make it easier for all. 
Next term formal meetings of the Society are going to be reintroduced, and it has been suggested that we 

have gramophone recitals, discussions of different recordings of the same work, and possibly papers on recordings 
in which people are interested. No details have yet been worked out, but notices will be published next term. 

N.'.H.~TAYLOR, Hon: Secretary. 

CHESS CLUB 
As I seem to be the only member, there is really nothing to report. In fact, owing to the lack of support 

in the School, the Club seems to be once more relapsing into oblivion. 
S. C. ROBERTS, Hon. Secretary. 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
Membership showed a slight increase over last term, and an exhibition of photographs is planned for next 

term. This is supposed to take place immediately before moving the darkrooms to Greenhill House. The almost 
constant recession of this date has deterred nobody and the darkrooms have been in constant use. To date, no entries 
have been received for the exhibition, but next term should bring results. Our thanks to M.J.L. for his help and 
enthusiasm. 

M. D. BUCKLEY-SHARP, Hon. Secretary. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 
This has been a most successful term, and our membership has increased to about thirty. 
The first expedition of the term was to the Parrett estuary and Sedgemoor on the whole holiday. Of the 

birds, we saw a Leach's forked-tailed petrel and a flight of four white-front geese. All of us increased our botanical 
knowledge from Mr. Lloyd. 

On October 21st, Mr. Ketley took the geologists on a tour, showing the main features of the local geology. 
The bird watchers pack had an expedition to Sutton Bingham reservoir where we saw some goldeneye and 

a drake pintail. We were provided with a most welcome tea by Mrs. Lloyd to whom our thanks are due. 
Of the lectures we have had two: one by B. T. C. Morris, Esq., on the "Natural History of Ghana", which 

was most intriguing and sometimes amusing (what with bottled tarantulas, scorpions, etc.). On Saturday, 1st Decem
ber, Mr. Lloyd gave a talk on how to use a key for identification; and Whicher, a lecture on geology, and myself 
a short talk on the Scottish island of Iona and the natural history thereof, illustrated with slides, to other members. 

I would very much like to thank Mr. Lloyd for his unfailing enthusiasm throughout the term and for all 
he has done for us. 

I. R. PEILL, Hon. Secretary. 

THE MOTOR CLUB 
I apologise for no report on the summer term. 
Owing to swimming and other activities, the number of evenings on which films were shown was limited 

to four short sessions. These films proved to be popular. 
Some practical work has been done, but unfortunately there is little demand. 
During the winter term longer film sessions were possible and they proved extremely popular, the gallery 

of the Big School Room being filled on two occasions. 
Plans are in hand for a visit to a small car manufacturer and for another lecture by an outsider. 
Our thanks are due, not only to our President, Mr. Glen, but also to the many other people who help:_to 

make the film shows possible. 
H. C. C. GOSLING, Hon. Secretary. 

JAMES RHOADES 
The Society, at first reduced in numbers, met three times and by the end of term, once again full strength. 

Arnold Wesker's Chips with Everything proved an excellent play to read, offering numerous male characters and good 
drama. Sticking to Wesker, for the second meeting, we read I'm Talking about Jerusalem, which proved a less happy 
choice, being one of the dramatist's earlier works, and also requiring several female character parts. Terence 
Rattigan's Ross was a fitting piece for the final meeting of the term. Having all the advantages of Chips it had a 
typical flavour, reading it during the controversy raging over the new film. The number of suitable plays for the 
Society has been increased by the modern dramatists, who offer not only good plays but something interesting 
to say. . 

Our thanks, as always, to Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson for their splendid hospitality and much interest. 
C. H. BLACK-HAWKINS, Hon. Secretary. 

THE FILM COMMITTEE 
The Committee has been reorganised under the chairmanship of Mr. Leach (J.D.) in order to facilitate 

the ordering of films and to enable us to have a wider selection. We are indebted to the Chairman for hospitality 
and interest. 

C.H. BLACK-HAWKINS, Hon. Secretary. 

THE BAND 
As long as it is at all practicable the Band will exist as a separate unit of the C.C.F. However, it is necessary 

to point out that it is a School Band and would still exist, were the C.C.F. to become entirely obsolete. 
We have carried out some interesting musical experiments this term, and I would like to thank Mr. Ullman 

on behalf of all whom he so patiently instructs. 
S. R. KEY, Band Sergeant. 
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GAl\1ES 

FOOTBALL 

RUGGER lst XV, 1962 
It was a disappointing season, not just because the side had a poor record, but because it could and should 

have done better. The matches against Blundells and Cheltenham should have been won; in each case slack defence 
allowed five points to be scored on time. The Radley match should really have been won; those against Marlborough 
and Clifton could have been won. Only against Taunton did one feel that the School had been beaten by a better 
side. 

\Vhat was lacking? Certainly the fifteen was short of any outstanding players, but the real weakness was 
a lack of fire and confidence throughout the whole side. The drills looked quite tidy and the tackling was good, 
but, on many occasions, just when things seemed to be going well, the opposition was allowed to get on top and 
dictate things. ·Except for odd moments the forwards never played together with real fire and venom in the loose. 
Individually all played hard, but without much verve or obvious joy. Ridgwell did his best but never liked leading; 
so perhaps the lack of an outstanding leader was the decisive factor. 

Outside the scrum the halves never worked together, and the team never had a really settled pair; and 
this did not help the three-quarters. They often promised quite well, but their handling was very uncertain; and 
they were hesitant in taking advantage of opposition mistakes. 

!ST XV CHARACTERS 1962 

GRAY. Full-back. He is a determined and talented player. His main weakness is in dealing with a rolling ball 
on wet ground. 

DALLAS. Left wing. He seemed to have lost speed in early matches. But his defence improved, and he is elusive 
with the ball. 

HosKYNs-ABRAHALL. Centre. A dependable player; sound in defence, but without penetration in attack. 
WEBB-WILSON. Centre. He runs well with the ball, but in general his play has been a little disappointing. 
BEVIS. Right wing. A strong, promising player; he did well in early matches, but faded later in the term. 
STURDEE. Fly half. Handling is his weakness, particularly when he plays centre; a good runner with the ball. 
CAREY. Scrum half. A courageous player, whose passing improved through the term; he made some useful breaks. 
PURCELL. Front row. A sensible player, who always plays hard; his handling improved during the term. 
K.Nox. Hooker. He had several successful games in his hooking; in general play he is weak, but has improved. 
CLARKE. Front row. He is a sound scrummager, but in the loose not very energetic. 
BOISSEAU. Second row. He has become a useful forward, and his leading has been promising. 
RIDGWELL. Second row. He has had a disappointing season as both captain and player; but he has a fine build 

and could still do well. 
LOCKE. Blind side wing forward. He began as scrum half, but his excellent tackling took him into the forwards. 
STURGES. No. 8 forward. A player of moods; if he can "get into" a match he does excellently; he is a little slow 

about the field. 
\\°RIGHT-MORRIS. Open side wing forn-ard. He made a most promising start, but faded later in the season. 
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SCHOOL v. TAUNTON 

Lost 12-0 (two penalties and two tries) 

The match was played in perfect conditions at Taunton. From the beginning Taunton were quicker about 
the field and quicker to react; and, when the School got the ball, the halves were harried and generally rushed. 
From the tight the School got a fair share of the ball; from the lineout Taunton had an advantage, while, when 
the ball was on the ground, the loose heels almost always went to Taunton; and it was this superiority that gave 
them territorial advantage and earned them their win. 

After seven minutes of indecisive play, Taunton kicked a penalty. Then followed the decisive period of the 
game when the School might have built up a lead. First Dallas intercepted and seemed to have a clear run for the 
line; but he was well tackled just short and the inside pass went astray. Then followed some pressure from Taunton 
which never looked like bringing a score, although one or two breaks were made in the centre; Hoskyns-Abrahall 
and Bevis tackled well and Gray was very safe at full back. Ten minutes later Gray just failed with a penalty from 
thirty yards and just before half time the forwards were very nearly over on the left. 

The second half followed much the same pattern as the first with Taunton superiority in the loose becoming 
more and more marked. But, luckily for the School, their outsides ran across the field and never threatened danger 
unless there was a man or two over. Again the·s!owness of the School forwards in reaction was apparent and a 
general slowness to take advantage of dropped passes by the opposition; and so most of the play took place behind 
the School's ten-yard line. After ten minutes Taunton kicked another penalty and missed another; and the School 
missed two or three kickable ones. Then Taunton scored two tries-one good one and one lucky one. Thereafter 
the School got on top and the forwards made one or two threatening handling rushes; but it was too late, and 
the game finished with Taunton worthy winners, though the margin was excessive. 

The School's performance was not without promise; but there were lessons to be learned. The most im
portant one was for the forward to move quicker into the loose scrums, look for the ball and heel it quickly; in the 
tight, the push must be maintained until the ball is out. The halves must not be upset by harassing tactics, but must 
be much quicker in passing the ball. Although the School got a lot of heels, the centres had hardly any of the ball; 
Webb-Wilson tended to run on his own when hard pressed and got lost. And, particularly in the last twenty 
minutes, Ridgwell kept the ball among the forwards instead of trusting the outsides. Individually Wright-Morris 
and Boisseau played well in the pack; outside, Hoskyns-Abrahall, Bevis and Gray, all did well in defence, but had 
no chances in attack. 

Team: Gray, Dallas, Abrahall, Sturdee, Bevis, Webb-Wilson, Locke, Purcell, Clarke, Turner, Boisseau, 
Twyford, Harley, H. C. Ridgwell, Wright-Morris. 

SCHOOL v. CHELTENHAM 
October 27th. Lost 6-8 

After the defeat of the previous week at Taunton, there was some doubt as to how the School would fare against 
a side which, in their previous match, had taken twenty points off Blundell's. There is no doubt that the score was 
a perfectly fair result. But how easily it might have been different. The School badly needed a victory and they 
almost achieved it. After having held on to a 6-3 lead since soon after halftime, it was a cruel blow to have victory 
snatched from them in the closing seconds of the game. At the same time it would have been unsatisfactory if, as 
nearly happened, Cheltenham had lost on penalty kicks alone. 

On a fine day Sherborne kicked off into the wind. There was a knock-on by Cheltenham; what looked like an 
infringement by the Cheltenham hooker in the scrum resulted in a penalty to Sherbome and, from outside the 
twenty-five, Gray put the School three points ahead. After this favourable start there was little of interest for some 
time. With the wind behind them, Cheltenham pressed hard but never really looked like scoring. Due to some good 
covering by both sets of forwards, neither lot of backs was getting much of the ball. Sherborne clearly had a better 
shove in the set scrums but Cheltenham were doing some very fine kicking. In the end a very good run by the 
Cheletnham three-quarters brought them close to the Sherborne line. A kick for touch by one of the defenders 
failed to make the distance and a loose ball was gathered by Cheltenham who scored far out in the corner. The try 
was unconverted and the score was 3-3. The Sherborne backs then began to see more of the ball but the rest of 
the first half was particularly notable for the number of penalty kicks awarded to both sides, mainly for off-side, 
but none of them was kicked over. Sherborne came very near to scoring when one of their kicks was caught and 
carried over. From the five yard scrum, Locke went blind but could not fight his way through a mass of defenders. 
At half time the score was still 3-3. 

With the advantage of the wind in the second half, hopes were high. A Cheltenham kick was charged down and 
the School almost scored; another penalty was narrowly missed; a quick heel from a loose scrum saw the backs in 
action and there was a good run by Bevis. The School was definitely on top and it seemed only a matter of time 
before they scored. But the score was to be the result of yet another penalty, again kicked by Gray. This put the 
School ahead by 6 points to 3. This was followed, shortly afterwards, by a good run by Webb-Wilson who jinked 
his way through several defenders only to have the ball knocked from his grasp in the act of touching down. The 
School continued to press and Sturdee pounced on a loose ball at top seped, passed to Hoskyns-Abrahall who passed 
to Dallas. Dallas seemed all set for a try but was brought down less than a yard from the line . 

. With time running out Cheltenham began to do more of the attacking again. Their full back ran a full fifty 
yards down the field with the ball before being tackled by Gray. Despite the fact that another Cheltenham attack 
was only stopped right in the corner, it seemed as if the School would hold on. Then from a loose scrum in the 
Sherbome twenty-five, .before anyone had realised what was happening, Cheltenham were over. It all depended on 
the kick, which was high and true, and Cheltenham had won. 
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The game had been full of excitement and there was some good attacking play by both sides. The Cheltenham 
fly half always looked dangerous but was firmly held in check by Wright-Morris who played an excellent game. 
The pack as a whole played well and definitely had the better of the set scrums and might well have scored a push
over try, but in the loose they ·were letting the opposing forwards break through too much and were not getting 
enough of the ball in the line-out. The backs had less of the ball than one would have liked, partly because the halves 
were not finding it easy to work together and were being harassed by the opposing forwards. But their covering 
and tackling was good, without which the score might have been much greater. Gray too was very sound in defence 
and a sure finder of touch. 

On balance it is fair to say that Cheltenham had the slight edge, expecially towards the end of the game when 
they looked fresher and faster, and deserved their hard won victory. 

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELLS 

November 3rd. Away. Drew, 5 all 

Blundells, away, is a tough assignment for any Sherborne side. This is partly because of the sticky, red 
Tiverton mud, which is quite unlike what a rainy week produces at Sherborne; and partly because of the style of play 
~hese conditions dictate. The Blundells forward is more accustomed, and so quicker, to kick the ball forward through 
the mud than the Sherborne forward, who is taught that a heeling and passing game pays better, as it does in nearly 
all conditions at Sherborne. 

It was not surprising then so see the Blundells forwards driving the ball through to the Sherborne line in 
the first quarter. The new Sherborne halves started nervously, and a Blundells close-up score seemed inevitable 
from their heavy, though not subtle, pressure. That they did not score was due to their over-excitement and prone
ness to give away penalties. From the third drop-out-a long one by Gray-Sherborne suddenly scored. They 
forced a loose scrum in the Blundells half, and, though Blundells won possession, Dallas picked up a loose ball and 
ran 40 yards down the touchline. Carey backed up well and Ridgwell scored. Gray kicked a good conversion. 
Immediately Sherborne cheered up. This was the sort of try they had presented to Taunton and Cheltenham in 
previous weeks. The forwards began to find the ball worth winning, and Boisseau dominated the line-out for a 
spell. The halves passed smoothly, \Vebb-Wilson found room to move in the centre, and Dallas was having his 
best game to date. The machine was starting to work at last. 

Sherborne were as convincing at the beginning of the second half. A few yards and Webb-Wilson would 
have scored; a sound final pass, and Ridgwell would have clinched the match. But the chances were missed, and 
the drills became ragged. Brearley was hurt, and was not moved from fly-half, although a passenger. It seemed 
courage, but it was a crucial mistake: if Wright-Morris missed his man (which he rarely did) their fly-half was 
through. · 

Blundells came back hard in the final quarter. The Sherborne rhythm was gone, they conceded penalties, 
the line-out play bec<>me untidy, and they were losing the ball. From the game's last scrum, Blundells attacked 
left. Wright-Morris wa.. -1-istructed by the referee, the gap opened, and a Blundells centre ran well to score. For 
the second successive weeK .he last kick of the game changed the result. If last-minute gifts to opposition supporters 
count for anything, Sherborne must be a popular side. 

Team: Gray, M. F. Dallas, Hoskyns-Abrahall, C. J. \Vebb-\Vilson, Bevis, Brearley, Carey, Purcell, Knox, 
Turner, Boisseau, Twyford, Meredith, H. C. Ridgwell, \\'right-Morris. 

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE 
November 10th. \\'on 6-3 

The weather looked most unpromising, for almost up to the kick-off the light was very poor and a steady drizzlt 
falling: the drizzle stopped just in time, and the light improved, but both the ball and the ground remained very 
slippery, so that handling was certain to be difficult. And so it proved: there were dropped passes in plenty, with 
ensuing scrums, and soccer tactics paid every time, besides adding to the speed and excitement of the game. For it 
was both fast and exciting, though there were few combined movements by either side. 

The School, playing towards Yeovil, were soon on the attack, when Dinkeldein intercepted a wild pass to run 
half way down the field: pressure was kept up, and after seven minutes they got the ball from a Downside touch 
five yards out: it was passed quickly along the line for Hoskyns-Abrahall to score a neat try, not converted. Downside 
pressed for the next ten minutes, giving the School several anxious moments, as when Gray was caught with the ball 
very close to our line. The School attacked again, and one noticed a break by Dinkeldein and a long pass out to 
Dallas which might have brought a try. Fluctuating play followed, until after thirty minutes a Downside player 
kicked for touch from near his own goal: Dallas caught a high kick at full speed and raced for the corner, which he 
just reached to scord a spectacular try. The kick failed, but the School crossed over with a useful lead of six points, 
having had their share of the play. 

In the second half, the School again started strongly, and a kick ahead by Webb-Wilson looked promising, but 
Downside attacked and after ten minutes scored from a loose scrum near our line. The kick failed. Again the School 
pressed, and there was a neat bit of passing in which about eight took part. For the last twenty minutes Downside 
had most of the play, as their more powerful forwards got the upper hand: but the School resisted stoutly, and a score 
seldom seemed likely. 
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SCHOOL v. MARLBOROUGH 

Lost, 0-14 
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Marlborough in November is bleak at the best of times. On this occasion it was wet, dark and very cold, 
and the performance of the XV did little to cheer up such supporters as braved the conditions. 

The ground was quite firm, and the rain only light when play began. At once Marlborough began to show 
a confident bustling activity, and though nothing they attempted was particularly threatening, the School defence 
was kept busy. The School did achieve a fair number of heels in the first half and kicks by Dinkledein and Gray 
kept play territorially even. Gray missed two penalty kicks at goal, both kickable though not easy. Carey made 
one good break and was well supported by the forwards to within a few yards of the Marlborough line, but that was 
really the only serious threat by either side until the very last minute of the half. The School had been awarded 
a number of penalty kicks and from the last one Gray attempted an up and under. The ball went just too far, 
Marlborough touched down and quickly dropped out down the middle. Gray got back eventually, but was penalised 
for holding on. Mertens kicked a goal for Marlborough from wide out and on the twenty-five, and then it was 
halftime. 

3-0 down at this stage was rather hard, but worse was to come. Marlborough went off with great confidence 
and from a scrum not far out from Sherborne's posts, Coote, their fly half, dropped a good goal. Those who have 
followed this year's XV were not unprepared for what was to follow. Confidence ebbed away and the team played 
raggedly, each individual playing as hard as he felt inclined. 

Marlborough heeled regularly from everything except the set scrums. There Knox hooked well, but the 
forwards pushed backwards, delivered only a sluggish heel at best. 

Nevertheless, the tackling and falling never faltered and in spite of constant possession Marlborough found 
it difficult to make much penetration. The main danger came from their forwards, who were continually making 
some ground round the edges of the line out and loose scrums. Their two tries came as a result of continuous pressure, 
and were in the nature of push-over tries; the referee disentangling bodies and awarding a try if a Marlburian proved 
to be on top of the ball. Another good kick by Mertens converted the first of these tries. 

On the second half's play, no one could begrudge Marlborough their win. They were the better side and 
increasing in confidence, enthusiasm and threat all the time. During this period the School only once penetrated 
the Marlborough twenty-five. 

Individuals did well in defence. Gray had a very testing afternoon and emerged from it with credit. Carey 
did much good tackling, but his defensive kicking was poor. The three-quarters never once allowed their man 
to pass them. Purcell seemed to work ceaselessly amongst the forwards, and 'Vright-Morris was often on the ball, 
though less effective than usual. The forwards as a pack failed, and everything else stemmed from that. 

Team: A. D. M. Gray, Bishop, G. J. Webb-Wilson, J. H. L. Hoskyns-Abrahall, Bevis, Dinkledein, Carev, 
S. L. Purcell, Knox, Candlen, D. E. Boisseau, H. C. Ridgwell, Meredith, Sturges, P. R. 'Vright-Morris. 

SQUASH RACKETS 

Without doubt the outstanding event of the term has been a visit by J.C. Gordon O.S. (England) and D. B. 
Hughes (Wales) who came down one Sunday to give a demonstration and to coach. In addition to being inter
nationals, both are members of the Surrey team that has won the county championship for the last eight years. 
Jim Gordon is now an England selector and Dennis Hughes is one of the few outstanding amateurs in the U.K. 
Their exhibition was enthralling. About eight years ago we had Hashim and Roshan Khan and last year R. B. 
Hardkey brought down two other internationals, but this was the best of all: a fast pace, an astonishing variety of 
strokes, superb retrieving and nearly every rally finished off with a perfect winner. The coaching too was invaluable, 
and we are most grateful to them both for coming all the way from London on a foul day to work like Trojans 
for 2! hours on our behalf. 

The Open and the Novices Competitions are both held this term. At the time of writing, Mackay-Dick, 
Pettit and Moss, have reached the semi-finals of the Open, and Boog-Scott, May and Dowdeswell, have reached 
the same stage in the Novices'. Two unofficial competitions are also being held: a junior three-string inter
House knock-out and a three-string senior House league, from which squash badges are barred. Both seem very 
popular. Pep has also been put into the senior and junior ladders. 

The team won all three matches played this term, defeating The Ancient Mariners 2-1, Yeovil 4-1, and 
The Mercurians 2-1, and the prospects for the inter-school matches next term look brighter than for some time. 
The Captain, I. C. Mackay-Dick, took a little time to get used to playing in spectacles, but he suddenly hit form 
with a bang and ended the term by annihilating P. Harvey of The Mercurians-who only two or three seasons ago 
was playing and winning matches for Somerset-in the most impressive display given in these courts by a Sherborne 
boy for many a long day. D. M. Moss has found the transition from tennis to squash rather a problem, but at 
the very end of term was showing signs of recovering last season's form. R. J. Pettit is still slow to react to the un
~pected but is playing with great determination, F. J. P. C. Pallin has improved considerably, and the fifth place 
should produce a great tussle between D. S. Ridout, A. D. Brearley and C. V. Nicholas. 
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VALETE 

SCHOOL HOUSE 

A.G. l\I1LLER-came 573-VI (Group III). Head of School; Upper Sixth; Cross-Country Colours, '61, '62; 
XXX badge '62; House Rugger Colours '62; P.T. Instructor, Grade A with badge; Hon. Secretary Scottish Reel 
Club; Member of Duffers, Philosophes, Alchemists; Ex-member of Music Club; R.S.l\I. in C.C.F.-to life on the 
snow and St. John's College, Cambridge. 

B. L. D. CooKE-came 581-VI (Group III M.S.). School Prefect; Upper Sixth; House Hockey Colours 
'62; Cricket Colours '62; P.T. Instructer with badge; :\!ember of Alchemists, Mathematical Society; Sgt. in C.C.F.
to General Motors and University. 

:\I. G. M. l\foRsE-came 581-VI (Group II H.E.). School Prefect; Upper Si.xth; Editor of Shirburnia11 
'613, '62', '622, '623 ; Librarian '622, '623 ; P.T. Instructor; Hon. Secretary Duffers; Deb. Secretary 'Vildman; 
ex-Hon. Secretary James Rhoades; :Member of Les Philosophes, Le Cenacle, Green Ribbon, Dramatic Society; 
Christopher \Varren Prize '592 ; Barnes Elocution Prize '612; School Drawing Prize '622 ; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Queens' 
College, Cambridge. 

S. C. ROBERTS-came 573-VI (Group I). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; Cross-Country VIII '61, '62; 
House Rugger Colours '62; P.T. Instructor; Int. Max. Interpretum; Hon. Secretary Chess Club; l'.lember of 
Duffers, Philosophes; Junior Plumptre Prize '58; Alan Palmer '62; Leweston '62; Sgt. in C.C.F.; State Scholarship 
and Scholarship to Trinity Hall, Cambridge--to Dorset County l\luseum, Dorchester. 

P. SHORT-came 19583-VI (Group III). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; P.T. Instructor; Hon. Secretary 
Jazz Club; Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Music Club, Le Cenacle, Alchemists, Dramatic Society; Hon. 
:\!ember of James Rhoades; Chemistry Essay Prize '62; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Greasproof Paper and State Scholarship 
to Queens' College, Cambridge. 

N. H. TAYLOR-came 583-VI (Group III). Hon. Secretary Gramophone Society; :\!ember of :\fosic 
Club (Mathematical Society), Jazz Club; Fifth Form l'.fathematical Essay Prize '61; Harley Prizes for Wind Instru
ments, Junior '60, Senior '62; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to the Institute of Actuaries. 

C. P. HOLFORD-Came 583-VI (Group III). Hon. Secretary Bee Keeping Society; Ex :\fusic Club, Orchestra 
and Band; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to further studies and St. George's Hospital. 

M. S. LAWSON-came 592-Gen. VI. Dramatic Society, Chess Club; A.B. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to 
Stock Exchange. 
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ABBEY HOUSE 

G. J. WEBB-WILSON-came 19573-VI (Group III A). Head of House; Upper Sixth; 1st XV Rugger '61, 
Hon. Secretary '62; 2nd XI Cricket '61, lst XI '62; 2nd XI Hockey '61, lst XI '62; Fencing team '58, '59, Colours 
'60, '61, '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; Member of Duffers, Wildman, Alchemists, Jazz Club; ex-Member of 
Orchestra, Band, C.P.S.A.; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Kitzbuhl and St. John's College, Cambridge. 

M. R. H. Dunstan-came 581-VI (Group III A). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; 2nd XV Rugger '62; 
House Cricket Colours '62; Athletics team '58, '59, '60, '61, '62; Member of Alchemists; P.T. Instructor; L/S. in 
R.N. Section-to Cambridge or Engineering. 

M. G. REARDEN-came 19581-VI (Group III A). Member of Concert Club; ex-Member of C.P.S.A.
to Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 

M. J. G. GRANT-Came 19583-VI (Group III A). Upper Sixth; 2nd XV '62, House Rugger Colours '62; 
Athletics team '60, '61, '62; L/Bdr. in C.C.F. (R.A. Section)-to Chartered Accountancy. 

THE GREEN 

M. F. DALLAS-came 19573-VIA (Group III). Head of House; Upper Sixth; 1st XV Rugger '61, '62; 
3rd XV '60; Athletics '58, '59, Colours '60, '61, Capt. '62; Cross-Country '61, '62; Gym Squad '60, '61, '62; P.T. 
Instructor, class B with badge; Member of Duffers, Alchemists, Les Philosophes, Mathematical Society; Sergeant 
in C.C.F.-to Queens' College, Cambridge. 

D. E. BOISSEAU-came 19581-VI (Group II E). House Prefect; 1st XV Rugger, Colours '62; 2nd XI 
Hockey, Colours '62, Captain, 3rd XI '61, '62; House Colours Cricket; Member of James Rhoades and United 
Services; P. T. Instructor, class B; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Farming. 

N. H. GoLD-came 19582-VIA (Geog.). House Prefect; 2nd VI Tennis '61; 3rd XI Cricket '62; House 
Cricket Colours '62; Member of Music Club, Geographical Society; Sergeant in C.C.F.-to further studies. 

C. M. LuKEY-came 19593-Gen. VI. Cadet in C.C.F.-to 'E' types. 

HARPER HOUSE 

H. C. RmGWELL-came 19583-VI (Group II H.E.). Head of House; Upper Sixth; 1st XV Rugger '60, '61, 
Capt. '62; 1st XI Cricket '62; Boxing Team '60; Golf Colours '62; Member of Duffers, Green Ribbon, Le Cenacle; 
P.T. Instructor with badge; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to University and Accountancy. 

M. P. BOWYER-Came 19573-VI (Group III M.S.). School Prefect; Upper Sixth; 4th XV Rugger '62; 
Gym Squad '60, '61, '62; P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Alchemists, Mathematical Society; 
P.O. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to University. 

S. P. CAREY-Came 19581-VI (Gen.). House Prefect; Boxing Team '59; 2nd XI Hockey '61, '62; 3rd 
XV Rugger '61, 1st XV '62; 1st XI Cricket '61, '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; Member of United Services, 
Jazz Club; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Army. 

J. A. H. HALL-came 19573-VI (Group II H.E.). Upper Sixth; Editor of Shirburnian '623 ; House Prefect; 
Hon. Secretary Green Ribbon; Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Le Cenacle,James Rhoades;Junior Langmuir 
Prize '61; Bowen History Prize '61; Senior Langmuir Prize '62; Alison Blenkinsop History Prize '62; P. T. Instructor
to University and Industry. 

M. G. PALIN-came 19582-VI (Group H.E.). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; Cross-Country '61; Athletics 
team '61, Colours '62; P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, Le Cenacle, Green Ribbon, Music Club; History 
Prize '61; History Essay Prize '62; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to University and Law. 

D. A. KNox-came 19582-VI (Group II G.E.). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; 4th XV Rugger '61, !st XV 
'62; P.T. Instructor; Member of Geography Society, Music Club; A/L.S. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to University 
and Law. 

ABBEYLANDS 

T.J. RussELL-came 19573-VI (Group III A). Head of House; Upper Sixth; P.T. Instructor with badge; 
Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Alchemists (Mathematical Society); Hon. Secretary Sailing Club; Senior P.O. 
in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to Marine Engineerig and Peterhouse, Cambridge. 

P. ST. J. WARRY-came 19592• G.E.S.; J.T. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Section)-to business. 
S. K. N. MICHELL-came 19592-Gen. V. 2nd XI Hockey '62; House Hockey Colours '62; Oxford Hockey 

Festival '62; Shooting, cadet pair '60, '61, VIII '62; Cadet in C.C.F.-to Marine Engineering. 
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LYON HOUSE 

J. D. PAULSON-ELLIS-came 19572-(Group III M.S.). Head of House; School Prefect; Upper Sixth; 
1st VIII Cross-Country '61, '62; Athletics '62, Colours '61; Member of Alchemists, Duffers, P.T. Instructor with 
badge; C.S.M. in C.C.F.-to Tours University and Vickers da Costa & Co. 

E. R. S. Scorr-came 19573-VI (Group II H.E.). School Prefect; Upper Sixth; Christopher Warren Prize 
'60; James Rhoades Prize '60; Member of Duffers, Philosophes, Le Cenacle; P.T. Instructor with badge; P.O. 
in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to University. 

0. F. CLARKE-came 19582-VI (Group III M.S.). School Prefect; Upper Sixth; 2nd Rugger XV '61, 
!st XV '62; Fives badge '61, Captain '62; Tennis VI '61, '62; Member of Duffers, Alchemists, James Rhoades, 
Le Cenacle, Mathematical Society; Hon. Secretary Wildman, Philosophes, Epistemones; Fifth Form Physics Prize. 
Parsons Prize for Divinity; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to some ( ?) University. 

C.H. REYNOLDS-came 19573-VI (Group III M.S.). Upper Sixth; Shooting VIII '622 ; P.T. Instructor; 
Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Alchemists, Mathematical Society; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Queens' College, 
Cambridge. 

T.J. G. WEALL-came 19581• Member of United Services, Green Ribbon, Dramatic Society; Hon. Secretary 
Archaeological Society; Boxing Team '62; Athletics '62; C.S.M. in C.C.F.-future unknown. 

D. J. M. JENKINS-came 19583-VI (Group II H.E.). 3rd Rugger XV '62; P.T. Instructor; Member of 
United Services, Green Ribbon; Christopher Warren Prize '60; Junior History Essay Prize '60; Cpl. in C.C.F.
to R.M.A. Sandhurst. 

H. C. lIEBELER-came 19583-VI (Group III M.S.). Member of Music Club, Epistemones; Cpl. in C.C.F. 
(R.A.F. Section)-to Hotel Management. 

WESTCOTT HOUSE 

C.R. P. BROOK-came 19601-VIn (U. Div. M.S.). House Prefect; 3rd XV Rugger, Colours; House Rugger 
Colours '62; P.T. Instructor; Fifth Form Mathematics Prize; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Co-education. 

F. J. G. WYNNE-came 19583-VI (Group III A.). House Prefect; Upper Sixth; Hon. Secretary of Alchemists, 
Mathematical Society; Senior Longmuir Prize for English '62; Shooting VIII, Colours '62; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.
to Churchill College, Cambridge. 
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